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IRREGULAR HODGE FILTRATION OF SOME CONFLUENT
HYPERGEOMETRIC SYSTEMS
ALBERTO CASTAN˜O DOMI´NGUEZ AND CHRISTIAN SEVENHECK
Abstract. We determine the irregular Hodge filtration, as introduced by Sabbah, for the purely
irregular hypergeometric D-modules. We obtain in particular a formula for the irregular Hodge numbers
of these systems. We use the reduction of hypergeometric systems from GKZ-systems as well as
comparison results to Gauß-Manin systems of Laurent polynomials via Fourier-Laplace and Radon
transformations.
1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to compute some Hodge theoretic invariants of certain classical differential
systems in one variable. These are the so-called irregular Hodge numbers, which have been introduced
recently by Sabbah [Sab18a]. They are called irregular because they are attached to differential systems
which may have irregular singular points, a feature that is excluded for classical variations of Hodge
structures as well as for the more general Hodge modules. The very definition of these numbers rely
on the theory of mixed twistor D-modules of T. Mochizuki ([Moc15a]). Twistor D-modules generalise
Hodge modules, in the sense that the underlying D-module of a twistor D-module can have irregular
singularities. In particular, one can define a version of the Fourier-Laplace transformation functor
within the category of mixed twistor D-modules, which is impossible for mixed Hodge modules. The
drawback of this generalization is that one cannot directly assign a filtration to a twistor D-module, and
hence it is not easy to attach numerical invariants like Hodge numbers to it. In the above mentioned
paper [Sab18a], Sabbah constructs an intermediate category between mixed Hodge modules and mixed
twistor D-modules (called irregular mixed Hodge modules) which is on the one hand sufficiently large
to be stable under all relevant operations that are defined for twistor D-modules (in particular, the
Fourier-Laplace transformation), but which allows one to define a filtration, called irregular Hodge
filtration, for each of its objects. The construction is related to the earlier papers [Yu14,ESY17,SY15],
where for certain projective morphisms f : X → P1, a (rationally indexed) filtration was introduced
on the twisted de Rham complex (Ω•(∗D), d + df∧), where D ⊂ X is a certain normal crossing
boundary divisor such that f|X\D yields a regular function. Instead of considering meromorphic
differential forms, one can also use the subcomplex of so-called f -adapted logarithmic forms (also
called Kontsevich complex, see [KKP17]) Ω•f , which consists of forms such that the exterior product
with df is still logarithmic along D. From an E1-degeneration property of the corresponding spectral
sequence proved in [ESY17], one obtains a filtration on the twisted de Rham cohomology, called
irregular Hodge filtration of the regular function f : X\D → A1. We refer to [ESY17] for more
details.
Notice also that the paper [KKP17] gives three definitions of so-called Landau-Ginzburg Hodge
numbers associated to a family f : X → P1, one of them being dimHp(Ωqf ). Conjecturally these three
definitions coincide, but this seems to require some more assumptions (see [Sha18] and [Sab18b] for
some partial results). Although these Hodge numbers have only integer indices, they are closely related
to the dimensions of the graded parts of the filtration from [ESY17]. Ultimately, according to [KKP17]
and following predictions from homological mirror symmetry, one hopes for a correspondence between
the Hodge numbers of some, say, projective varieties entering in the A-model and the irregular Hodge
numbers of its (Landau-Ginzburg) B-model.
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For the moment, there are quite a few examples where the irregular Hodge filtration can actually
be computed. A central result of [Sab18a] states that rigid irreducible D-modules on the projective
line underlie objects of the category of irregular mixed Hodge modules, and consequently admit a
unique irregular Hodge filtration, provided that their formal local monodromies are unitary. Rigid D-
modules are particularly interesting since they can be algorithmically constructed from simple objects
by an algorithm due to Arinkin and Katz (cf. [Ari10]). Among the most studied and best understood
examples of such rigid D-modules are the classical hypergeometric D-modules. In the regular case
(which corresponds to classical variations of complex Hodge structures), Fedorov has given in [Fed18]
a closed formula for the Hodge numbers (without computing the Hodge filtration itself however)
conjectured by Corti and Golyshev in [CG11] using the work [DS13] of Dettweiler and Sabbah.
In the present paper, we consider the case of purely irregular hypergeometric modules. Our principal
result, Theorem 4.7, completely determines the irregular Hodge filtration and gives a very simple
formula for the irregular Hodge numbers, which is in some sense similar to the shape of Fedorov’s
formula. The main ingredients are a reduction process (as explained in [BZMW18]) to obtain classical
hypergeometric D-modules from some higher dimensional ones, the so-called GKZ-systems, techniques
from [Rei14] and [RS15b,RS17] (going back to [Sab08]) to understand Hodge module structures on
these GKZ-systems as well as a quite explicit solution to the so-called Birkhoff problem that is inspired
by calculations in toric mirror symmetry (see again [RS15b] as well as [DS04] and also [GMS09]).
Since the first version of this paper was written, Hodge invariants for hypergeometric systems have
been considered in some other articles. First, the formula for the Hodge numbers of purely irregular
systems has also been obtained by Sabbah and Yu in the final version of [Sab18a] by different means.
Another approach to Fedorov’s formula for the case of regular systems (giving more precise information
on the various Hodge invariants) has been given by N. Martin (see [Mar18]). Moreover, we have
considered the case of hypergeometric operators of type (n, 1) (see Definition 2.1 below) in a common
paper with Th. Reichelt ([CDRS18]) using the computation of Hodge filtrations on GKZ-systems
from [RS15a]. Finally, Sabbah and Yu have recently given a complete formula for the irregular Hodge
numbers for all confluent hypergeometric systems in [SY18]. However, for the moment the irregular
Hodge filtration itself is not determined in the general case.
Let us recall some notation that will be adopted throughout the paper. For a smooth complex
algebraic variety X, we write DX for the sheaf of algebraic differential operators on X. If X is
affine, we sometimes switch freely between sheaves of DX-modules and modules of global sections. We
will denote the abelian categories of holonomic resp. regular holonomic DX-modules by Modh(DX)
resp. Modrh(DX), and analogously with the respective bounded derived categories. For a morphism
f : X → Y , we denote the direct resp. inverse image functors for D-modules as usual by f+ resp. f
+
(see [HTT08] for a thorough discussion of these and related functors). We put Gm := SpecC[t, t
−1];
if we want to fix a coordinate on this one-dimensional torus, we also write Gm,t.
We denote by Rint
A1z×X
the sheaf of Rees rings on X (with integrable structure), that is, the sub-
sheaf of non-commutative algebras of DA1z×X generated by zp
∗ΘX and z
2∂z , where p : A
1
z × X →
X is the projection. If (x1, . . . , xn) are local coordinates on X, then R
int
A1z×X
is locally given by
OA1z×X〈z
2∂z, z∂x1 , . . . , z∂xn〉. Occasionally, we will also need the sheaf RA1z×X , which is generated by
zp∗ΘX only, i.e., locally given by OA1z×X〈z∂x1 , . . . , z∂xn〉. We let MHM(X) be the abelian category of
algebraic mixed Hodge modules (see [Sai90]) on X. We consider moreover the category MHM(X,C)
of complex mixed Hodge modules (see, e.g., [DS13, Definition 3.2.1]). As an example, if X is the alge-
braic torus Gdm with coordinates y1, . . . , yd, then for any α = (α1, . . . , αd) ∈ R
d, the free OGdm-module
of rank 1
OαGdm
:= DGdm/(yk∂yk + αk + 1)k=1,...,d
(see also Definition 3.7 below) underlies an object in MHM(Gdm,C).
On the other hand, MTM(X) denotes the abelian category of algebraic mixed twistor D-modules
on X (see [Moc15a]). The category MTMint(X) consists of those mixed twistor D-modules where the
underlying RA1z×X -modules have an integrable structure, i.e., where they are modules over R
int
A1z×X
.
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The category IrrMHM(X), as defined in [Sab18a, Def. 2.52], is a certain subcategory of MTMint(X)
(actually of a variant, called ιMTM
int(X), which is shown to be equivalent to MTMint(X) in [ibid.,
§ 1]) consisting of objects M̂ that satisfy certain properties. The first of them is that the object θM̂
obtained from M̂ by substituting zθ for z is still an object of ιMTM
int(θX), where θX = Gm,θ ×X.
That is a remarkable assumption, having its origin in [HS07], but we have to impose a further property,
namely that such rescaled objects must have a certain tame behaviour when θ goes to infinity (or at
the origin of τ = 1/θ, in other words), related to regularity along {τ = 0} × A1z × X. This two
conditions are, essentially, what we ask for a mixed twistor D-module on X to be a mixed twistor-
rescaled D-module on X ([Sab18a, Def. 2.50]). The last condition is a z-grading property appearing
after identifying τ with z (cf. [ibid., Def. 2.26]). For more details, see [ibid., § 2].
Although the construction of this category may seem rather involved, its main feature is that the
DX -moduleM associated to an object M̂ in IrrMHM(X) carries a good filtration F
irr
• M, indexed by
R, called the irregular Hodge filtration, which in turn behaves well with respect to several functorial
operations. Notice however that this filtration, contrarily to the case of mixed Hodge modules, is not
part of the definition of an object of IrrMHM(X). Very roughly, it can be thought of as defined by the
intersection of the canonical V -filtration along τ = 0 (or rather the filtration induced on the restricted
object when τ = z) with the z-adic filtration on M̂. In particular, the jumping indices of the irregular
Hodge filtration are of the form {α+ k | k ∈ Z} for a certain finite set of real numbers α.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Takuro Mochizuki, Thomas Reichelt and Claude
Sabbah for their interest in our work and for many stimulating discussions. We are grateful to the
anonymous referee for the many valuable comments and remarks. We thank the Max Planck Institute
for Mathematics in the Sciences, where a significant part of the work presented here has been carried
out.
2. Hypergeometric modules and dimensional reductions
In this section we will introduce two different kinds of hypergeometric D-modules: classical and
GKZ. We will dedicate more time to classical ones, since they form one of the main objects of study
of the paper, and will end by showing the relation between both types, which will be useful for us in
the future. We state one of our main results (Theorem 2.13), which is proven in the next section.
Definition 2.1. Let (n,m) 6= (0, 0) be a pair of nonnegative integers, and let α1, . . . , αn and β1, . . . , βm
be elements of C. The (classical) hypergeometric D-module of type (n,m) associated with the αi and
the βj is defined as the quotient of DGm by the left ideal generated by the so-called hypergeometric
operator
n∏
i=1
(t∂t − αi)− t
m∏
j=1
(t∂t − βj).
We will denote it by H(α1, . . . , αn;β1, . . . , βm), or in an abridged way, H(αi;βj).
In this paper we will be mostly concerned with hypergeometric D-modules of type (n, 0).
Remark 2.2. The excluded type (n,m) = (0, 0) corresponds to the punctual delta DGm-module on Gm
H (∅; ∅) = DGm/(1− t).
On the other hand, if we denote the Kummer D-module DGm/(t∂t−η) by Kη, for any fixed complex
number η, then H(αi;βj) ⊗OGm Kη
∼= H(αi + η;βj + η). In particular, an overall integer shift of the
parameters gives us an isomorphic D-module.
Every hypergeometric D-module has Euler characteristic -1 (cf. [Kat90, Lem. 2.9.13]). For n 6= m,
no hypergeometric D-module of type (n,m) has singularities on Gm. If n > m (resp. m > n), they
have a regular singularity at the origin (resp. infinity) and an irregular singularity at infinity (resp.
the origin) of irregularity one and slope 1/|n −m| of multiplicity |n−m| (cf. [Kat90, Prop. 2.11.9]).
For n = m, the hypergeometric D-modules of type (n, n) are regular, with singularities only at the
origin, infinity and 1.
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Proposition 2.3 (Irreducibility). (cf. [Kat90, Prop. 2.11.9, 3.2]) Let H := H(αi;βj) be a hyper-
geometric D-module. It is irreducible if and only if for any pair (i, j) of indices, αi − βj is not an
integer.
Remark 2.4. Assuming the irreducibility, we have a result which is stronger than the second paragraph
of Remark 2.2. Namely, the isomorphism class of H(αi;βj) depends only on the classes modulo Z of
the αi and the βj (point 1 of [Kat90, Prop. 3.2]), so we can choose such parameters on a fundamental
domain of C/Z.
Proposition 2.5 (Rigidity). Let H := H(αi;βj) be an irreducible hypergeometric D-module of type
(n,m), where n ≥ m, and let M be another irreducible DGm-module of Euler-Poincare´ characteristic
-1 which has no singularities outside {0, 1,∞}. Assume that
• H ⊗ C((t)) ∼=M⊗ C((t)).
• H ⊗ C((1/t)) ∼=M⊗ C((1/t)).
• If n = m, assume further that M has a regular singularity at 1.
In that case, H and M are isomorphic.
Proof. H andM being irreducible, both of them coincide with the middle extension of their restriction
to Gm \{1}. Assume first that n = m, that is, H is regular. SinceM has characteristic -1 and regular
singularities at the origin, one and infinity, by the formula for the Euler characteristic [Kat90, Thm.
2.9.9], its formal local monodromy at 1 must be a pseudoreflection. Then we can apply [ibid., Rigidity
Thm. 3.5.4] and we are done.
If n > m,M, likeH, has a regular singularity at the origin and an irregular singularity at infinity. By
the same formula for the Euler characteristic of j†+j
+M (denoting by j the inclusion Gm\{1} →֒ Gm),
M cannot have more singularities in P1 apart from zero and infinity. In that case we apply [ibid.,
Rigidity Thm. bis 3.7.3]. 
Consider the case in which H = H(αi;βj) is of type (n, n), i.e., such that it is regular. From the
rigidity property of the last Proposition, one concludes by [Sim90, Cor. 8.1] that the restriction of
H to Gm\{1} underlies a complex polarizable variation of Hodge structures. The next statement,
conjectured by Corti and Golyshev (cf. [CG11, Conj. 1.4]) and proved by Fedorov (see [Fed18, Thm.
1]), gives important information on its Hodge invariants.
Proposition 2.6 (Hodge numbers (regular case)). Let H = H(αi;βj) be an irreducible hypergeo-
metric D-module of type (n, n). Assume that the αi and the βj are increasingly ordered real numbers,
lying in the interval [0, 1). Set
ρ(k) = |{i = 1, . . . , n : βi < αk}| − k,
for k = 1, . . . , n. Then the Hodge numbers of H are, up to an overall shift,
hp =
∣∣ρ−1(p)∣∣ = |{k = 1, . . . , h : ρ(k) = p}| .
This last result is the analogous one, in the regular case, to Theorem 4.7, and served as the main
motivation to start this project. Notice that this formula slightly differs from the one given in [Fed18].
This is because Fedorov considers the dual connection to ours by working with the space of solutions
instead of with that of horizontal sections (cf. [Mar18, p. 10, proof of Lem. 3.6]). Now that we have
seen part of the behaviour of classical hypergeometric D-modules, let us continue with the other family
mentioned above.
Definition 2.7. Let n ≥ m two positive integers, and let d = n−m. Let β ∈ Cd be a vector and let
A = (aij) ∈ M(d×n,Z) be an integer matrix. Consider the n-dimensional torus G
n
m with coordinates
λ1, . . . , λn. We define the Euler operators Ei =
∑
j aijλj∂λj , for i = 1, . . . , d, and the toric ideal
IA := (∂
u
λ − ∂
v
λ : Au = Av) ⊂ C[∂λ1 , . . . , ∂λn ] ⊂ DAn .
Then, the GKZ-hypergeometric D-module (or system) is
MβA := DGnm/(IA + (Ei − βi : i = 1, . . . , d)i=1,...,d),
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where IA is the sheafified version of the toric ideal IA.
Usually the module MβA is defined to be an element in Mod(DAn). However, we will later work
only with the restriction of such an object to Gnm. In order to avoid the usage of the functor j
+ (where
j : Gnm →֒ A
n) each time that we need to refer to MβA, we use this slightly non-standard definition.
A classical hypergeometric D-module can be considered as a dimensional reduction of a certain
GKZ-system. We will describe this procedure in some more detail now, because it allows us to apply
some of the many known results on GKZ-systems to classical hypergeometric D-modules.
Proposition 2.8. Let m be a positive integer. Let A ∈ M((m − 1) × m,Z) be an integer matrix
of rank m − 1 and take κ ∈ Cm such that κ1 = 0. Consider the inclusion ι : Gm →֒ G
m
m given by
t 7→ (t, 1, . . . , 1), and let B = (b1, . . . , bm)
t ∈ Zm be a Gale dual of A, that is, an integer column matrix
which generates kerQA. Assume moreover that b1 = 1. Put
η :=
m∏
i=1
bbii .
Then we have h+η H(αi;βj)
∼= ι+MAκA , where hη is the automorphism of Gm given by t 7→ ηt, and the
unordered sets of parameters αi and βj , counted with multiplicities, are
(αi) =
(
k − κj
bj
: bj > 0, k = 0, . . . , bj − 1
)
,
(βi) =
(
k − κj
bj
: bj < 0, k = 0, . . . ,−bj − 1
)
.
Proof. On one hand, MAκA is not only a GKZ-hypergeometric D-module, but also the restriction to
Gnm of a lattice basis binomial DAm-module (cf. [BZMW18, Def. 1.2], noting that the assumption on
the columns of B is not needed for the definition). This is because A being of rank m− 1 implies that
the toric ideal IA coincides with the lattice basis ideal
I(B) :=
(
∂
w+
λ − ∂
w−
λ : w = w+ − w− is a column of B
)
.
(In fact this holds for any complete intersection ideal, but here the argument is simpler.)
On the other hand, the expression we have given for the parameters of H(αi;βj) follows from
applying the definition of Horn hypergeometric D-modules given in [ibid., Def. 1.1] for a column
matrix, up to the same caveat above about the columns on B (in fact normalized ones, but all kinds
of Horn D-modules defined in loc. cit. are equal once restricted to the torus Gm,t), and comparing it
with Definition 2.1.
Now let j : Gm →֒ A
1 be the canonical inclusion. The isomorphism given in [ibid., Thm. 1.4]
relates lattice basis binomial D-modules to Horn hypergeometric ones. However, due to the previous
discussions, we obtain the isomorphism in the statement just by applying j+ to both sides of it. 
Note that the choice of κ1 and b1 in the statement of the Proposition force α1 to vanish. However, by
Remark 2.2, any other hypergeometric D-module can be built from one of this form just by tensoring
with a suitable Kummer D-module.
In our study of Hodge theoretic properties of hypergeometric DGm-modules below, we need to go
in some sense in the opposite direction: Given sets {αi}, {βj}, we would like to determine a matrix A
and a parameter vector β such that the module H(αi;βj) can be obtained as an inverse image of the
GKZ-system MβA. Although such a pair (A, β) is not unique, a systematic way of constructing it can
be formulated as follows.
Corollary 2.9. Let H(αi;βj) be a hypergeometric DGm-module of type (n,m) with n > 0 and α1 = 0.
Let A ∈ M((m+ n− 1)× (n+m),Z) given by
A =
(
1m 0m×(n−1) Idm
1n−1 − Idn−1 0(n−1)×m
)
,
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and let β = (β1, . . . , βm, α2, . . . , αn)
t. (Here and later in this paper, we write xk for a column vector
with k rows, where all entries contain the value x.) Let ι : Gm → G
n+m
m , given by t 7→ (t, 1 . . . , 1).Then
H(αi;βj) ∼= ι
+MβA.
Proof. The statement is an easy consequence of the Proposition, taking B = (1, (n). . ., 1,−1, (m). . .,−1)t
and κ = (0,−α2, . . . ,−αn, β1, . . . , βm)
t. 
As indicated before, we will see later that the restriction α1 = 0 is not as strong as it may appear:
By tensoring a given hypergeometric D-module with an appropriate Kummer module, we can always
reach this assumption.
We will end this section by explaining how the above construction of GKZ-systems and the di-
mensional reduction to hypergeometric DGm,t -modules can be understood at the level of R-modules.
Recall (see the introduction) that for a smooth algebraic variety X with local coordinates (x1, . . . , xn)
the sheaf Rint
A1z×X
is the subsheaf of DA1z×X locally generated by z
2∂z and (z∂xi)i=1,...,n.
Definition 2.10. Let n ≥ m two positive integers, and let d = n −m. Let β ∈ Cd be a vector and
let A = (aij) ∈ M(d × n,Z) be an integer matrix. Consider the affine space G
n
m with coordinates
λ1, . . . , λn, and let L ⊂ Z
n be the kernel of the linear map Zn → Zd given by left multiplication by
the matrix A, whose elements will be denoted by l = (l1, . . . , ln). Then, the GKZ-hypergeometric
R-module is
M̂
(β0,β)
A := R
int
A1z×G
n
m
/I,
where β0 ∈ C and I is generated by∏
j:lj>0
(z∂λj )
lj −
∏
j:lj<0
(z∂λj )
−lj , l ∈ L,
z2∂z + λ1z∂λ1 + . . . + λnz∂λn − zβ0,
n∑
j=1
akjλjz∂λj − zβk, k = 1, . . . , d.
Note that we can recover the GKZ-hypergeometric D-moduleMβA from Definition 2.7 by restricting
M̂
(β0,β)
A to z = 1. In the special case of our original matrix from Corollary 2.9 the generators of I are
(z∂λ1) · . . . · (z∂λn)− (z∂λn+1) · . . . · (z∂λn+m),
z2∂z + λ1z∂λ1 + . . .+ λn+mz∂λn+m − zβ0,
λ1z∂λ1 + λn+iz∂λn+i − zβi, i = 1, . . . ,m,
λ1z∂λ1 − λiz∂λi + zαi, i = 2, . . . , n.
Moreover, we must also consider the corresponding R-module for hypergeometric D-modules. Both
kinds of R-modules will play a significant role in the proof of Theorem 2.13.
Definition 2.11. Let (n,m) 6= (0, 0) be a pair of natural numbers, and let α1, . . . , αn and β1, . . . , βm
be elements of C. The (classical) hypergeometric R-module (of type (n,m)) associated with the αi
and the βj , denoted by Ĥ(αi;βj), is defined as the quotient of R
int
A1z×Gm,t
by the left ideal generated
by
P = z2∂z + (n−m)tz∂t + γz and H =
n∏
i=1
z(t∂t − αi)− t
m∏
j=1
z(t∂t − βj),
where γ = −
∑n
i=1 αi +
∑m
j=1 βj .
The choice of the operator P may seem odd, but as we will see, it is indeed very natural. In fact,
we have the following extension of Corollary 2.9 to the realm of R-modules.
Lemma 2.12. Let Ĥ(αi;βj) be a classical hypergeometric RA1z×Gm,t-module of type (n,m) with n > 0
and α1 = 0. Let A ∈ M((m + n − 1) × (n +m),Z), β ∈ C
n+m−1 and ι : Gm,t →֒ G
n+m
m be as in the
statement of Corollary 2.9. Then
Ĥ(αi;βj) ∼= ι
+M̂
(0,β)
A .
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Proof. The inverse image functor in the category of R-modules is induced by the usual inverse image
functor of O-modules, (idA1z ×ι)
∗ in this case (cf. [Moc15a, §2.1.6.2]). Then it is easy to see that
Ĥ(αi;βj) ∼= ι
+M̂
(0,β)
A .
Namely, we replace zλi∂λi by zλ1∂λ1−zαi if i = 2, . . . , n or by −zλ1∂λ1+zβi−n, if i = n+1, . . . , n+m.
Since we can invert λi in RintA1z×Gnm
, we present M̂
(0,β)
A as the OGn+mm -module OGn+mm 〈z
2∂z, zλ1∂λ1〉/J ,
where J is generated by
λn+1 · . . . ·λn+m
n∏
i=1
z(λ1∂λ1 −αi)− (−1)
mλ1 · . . . ·λn
m∏
i=1
z(λ1∂λ1 −βi) and z
2∂z+(n−m)zλ1∂λ1 + γz.
Now the inverse image by ι amounts simply to set λ1 = t and λi = 1 for i = 2, . . . , n+m in the
generators of the ideal, from which the desired isomorphism follows, up to multiplying t by −1. 
We can formulate at this point one of the main results of this paper. Its full proof will occupy the
entire next section.
Theorem 2.13. Let α1, . . . , αn be real numbers, belonging to the interval [0, 1) and increasingly or-
dered, and let γ = −
∑n
i=1 αi. Then the RA1z×Gm,t-module Ĥ := Ĥ(αi, ∅) = R
int
A1z×Gm,t
/(P,H), where
P = z2∂z + ntz∂t + γz and H =
n∏
i=1
z(t∂t − αi)− t,
underlies an irregular Hodge module, i.e., an object of IrrMHM(Gm,t). It is the unique irregular Hodge
module whose associated DGm,t-module is H(αi; ∅). Moreover, Ĥ can be extended in a unique way to
an Rint
A1z×P
1-module, Ĥpr, such that it underlies an object of IrrMHM
(
P1
)
.
Proof of unicity. We will give here a proof of the two unicity statements in the above theorem, post-
poning the proof of the main statement to page 26 below.
Consider any twistor D-module Ĥ′ on Gm,t whose underlying DGm,t -module is H. Since the functor
ΞDR is faithful by [Moc15a, Rem. 7.2.9], we have an injection of Hom groups
HomMTM(Gm,t)(Ĥ, Ĥ
′) →֒ HomDGm,t (H,H).
But H is irreducible, so its only endomorphism is the identity and then, a twistor D-module underlying
H is unique, if it exists.
On the other hand, let j : Gm,t →֒ P
1 be the canonical inclusion and consider the DP1-module
Hpr := j†+H. It is an irreducible holonomic DP1-module, because so is H by Proposition 2.3. Then it
gives rise to a unique pure integrable twistor D-module Ĥpr on P
1 by [Moc11, Thm. 1.4.4] and [Sab18a,
Rem. 1.40]. In addition, its underlying DP1-module Hpr is rigid by virtue of Proposition 2.5. As a
consequence, we can invoke [Sab18a, Thm. 0.7] and claim that such twistor D-module on P1 is in fact
an object of IrrMHM(P1). Take now Ĥ′ := j+Ĥpr, which is an irregular mixed Hodge module whose
underlying DGm,t -module is H, by [Moc15a, Prop. 14.1.24]. The we must have, as was just shown,
Ĥ′ ∼= Ĥ, so that the extension Ĥpr of Ĥ is unique, as claimed. 
The main point in the above theorem is that Ĥ underlies an irregular mixed Hodge module. Since
the proof of this fact is rather long, and will be carried out in the next section through various
intermediate results, we would like to orient the reader by giving here an overview of these steps.
We will restrict the sketch to the case where α1 = 0, this is also the first (and main) step in the
actual proof below on page 26. The general case can be rather easily deduced from this special one
by considering Kummer D- resp. R-modules.
The first point is to realise Ĥ in a geometric way. For this purpose, consider the following two
families of Laurent polynomials
f(y1, . . . , yn−1, λ1, . . . , λn) := −λ1 · y1 · . . . · yn−1 −
λ2
y1
− . . .−
λn
yn−1
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and
′f(y1, . . . , yn−1, t) := −t · y1 · . . . · yn−1 −
1
y1
− . . . −
1
yn−1
.
where yk, λi, t ∈ Gm. Write ι : Gm,t →֒ G
n
m, t 7→ (t, 1, . . . , 1), so that we have the cartesian diagram
Gn−1m ×Gm,t G
n−1
m ×G
n
m
A1λ0 ×Gm,t A
1
λ0
×Gnm
′f×π2 f×π2
id
A1
λ0
×ι
where we denote the coordinate on the affine line corresponding to the value of f resp. of ′f by λ0,
for reasons that will become clear later.
We consider the so-called twisted cohomology groups associated to the morphisms f and ′f . It can
be shown (see Proposition 3.8 below) that
M̂
(0,α)
A
∼= Hn−1
(
π2,∗Ω
•+d
Gn−1m ×Gnm/G
n
m
[z], z (d− κ(α)∧) − df∧
)
,
where (0, α) = (0, α1, α2, . . . , αn) = (0, 0, α2, . . . , αn), where κ(α) =
∑n−1
j=1 αj+1dyj/yj and A is the
matrix from Corollary 2.9 for the case m = 0. Moreover, since the twisted cohomology groups involve
complexes of relative differential forms, we have
ι+Hn−1
(
π2,∗Ω
•+d
Gn−1m ×Gnm/G
n
m
[z], z (d− κ(α)∧) − df∧
)
∼= Hn−1
(
π2,∗Ω
•
Gn−1m ×Gm,t/Gm,t
[z], z (d− κ(α)∧) − d ′f∧
)
,
so that by using Lemma 2.12 we obtain an isomorphism of Rint
A1z×Gm,t
-modules
(1) Ĥ ∼= Hn−1
(
π2,∗Ω
•
Gn−1m ×Gm,t/Gm,t
[z], z (d− κ(α)∧) − d ′f∧
)
.
As a second step, we will realize the right hand side of the above isomorphism in a different way.
Namely, write ′ϕ := ( ′f, π2) : G
n−1
m × Gm,t → A
1
λ0
× Gm,t and consider the direct image complex
′ϕ+O
α
Gn−1m
∈ Dbrh(DA1λ0×Gm,t
), where Oα
Gn−1m
= D
Gn−1m
/(yj∂yj + αj+1 + 1)j=1,...,n−1. We are interested
in the top cohomology of this complex. Standard techniques for the calculation of direct images of
D-modules show that it is given by
M :=
π2,∗Ω
n−1
Gn−1m ×Gm,t/Gm,t
[∂λ0 ]
(d− ∂λ0 · d
′f∧)π2,∗Ω
n−2
Gn−1m ×Gm,t/Gm,t
[∂λ0 ]
We will use a variant of the Fourier-Laplace transformation (called localized partial Fourier-Laplace
transformation, and denoted by FLlocGm,t , see Definition 3.10 and Definition 3.11 below) exchanging the
operator ∂λ0 · into z
−1·, the operator λ0· into z
2∂z·, and localizing along z = ∞. Then we have an
isomorphism of DA1z×Gm,t -modules
FLlocGm,t(M) =
π2,∗Ω
n−1
Gn−1m ×Gm,t/Gm,t
[z±]
(z · d− d ′f∧)π2,∗Ω
n−2
Gn−1m ×Gm,t/Gm,t
[z±]
∼= Ĥ[z±] ⊃ Ĥ.
One of the main points of the proof in the next section is to give a good description of the image
of Ĥ inside FLlocGm,t(M) under this isomorphism. One such description is given by the isomorphism
of Rint
A1z×Gm,t
-modules in the displayed formula (1). However, we cannot, a priori, obtain any Hodge
theoretic information on Ĥ from (1). On the other hand, we know that M underlies an algebraic
complex mixed Hodge module on A1λ0×Gm,t (since it is the direct image of such an object on G
n−1
m ),
and hence it comes equipped with a certain good filtration FH• M (the Hodge filtration). There is
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a general procedure, explained below in Definition 3.20 and Lemma 3.21, which constructs, given a
filtered DAλ0×Gm,t-module (N,F•), a R
int
A1z×Gm,t
-module called GF0 FL
loc
Gm,t
N such that its localisation
GF0 FL
loc
Gm,t
N ⊗O
A1z×Gm,t
OA1z×Gm,t [z
−1] equals FLlocGm,t N . Then we show in Theorem 3.24 that
Ĥ ∼= GF
H
0 FL
loc
Gm,t M
up to a shift of the Hodge filtration. Actually, the proof is not that direct, since we have to identify
FLlocGm,t(M) with the localized partial Fourier-Laplace transformation of some other DA1λ0×Gm,t
-module
(called M†+), which underlies a pure polarizable Hodge module. It is constructed by taking a com-
pactification of ′f , i.e., a projective morphism defined on a quasi-projective (usually singular) variety
constructed from the toric compactification of Gn−1m inside P
n. Then M†+ is obtained as the direct
image under this projective morphism of a certain intersection cohomology module. Now it is known
(see [Sab18a, Cor. 0.5]) that if M†+ underlies a pure polarizable Hodge module, the R
int
A1z×Gm,t
-module
GF
H
0 FL
loc
Gm,t
M†+ underlies an irregular Hodge module, which finishes the proof. Notice that the proof
of the identification FLlocGm,t(M)
∼= FLlocGm,t(M†+) is derived from a similar isomorphism for the direct
images of the morphisms ϕ = (f, idGnm) resp. its compactification, rather than for
′ϕ, and is done
via the formalism of Radon transformations for regular holonomic D-modules (in the same way as
in [Rei14] and [RS17,RS15a]).
3. Hodge modules and Fourier-Laplace transformation
Let α1, . . . , αn be real numbers, and consider the hypergeometric DGm-module H = H(αi; ∅). As
we have mentioned before, the goal of this section is to prove Theorem 2.13 above, showing that
the R-module Ĥ := Ĥ(αi; ∅) from Definition 2.11 underlies an object of IrrMHM(Gm) (the abelian
category of exponential Hodge modules as defined in [Sab18a], see the introduction). We have already
indicated several times that we will use the GKZ-hypergeometric R-module M̂
(0,α)
A for the matrix A
from corollary 2.9, but wherem = 0. However, we will start with a more general situation, and specify
the assumptions we need when going on with the proof.
Let d < n be two positive integers, and take a parameter vector β ∈ Cd. For the Hodge theoretic
questions we are interested in, only real parameter vectors are relevant, but we will work with this
more general setting until Remark 3.17 below. Let A = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ M(d × n,Z) be an integer
matrix satisfying the following:
Assumptions 3.1.
(i) ZA = Zd, here ZA :=
∑n
i=1Zai,
(ii) Let ∆ := Conv(a1, . . . , an) be the convex hull in R
d of the vectors given by the columns of the
matrix A. Then for any proper face Γ ⊂ ∆ we require that the set {ai | ai ∈ Γ} is part of a
Q-basis of Qd.
(iii) The origin lies in the interior of ∆.
Remark 3.2. (i) These assumptions are in particular satisfied if a1, . . . , an are the primitive integral
generators of the rays of the fan Σ defining a toric Fano orbifold XΣ, since in this case it is
known (see [CK99, Lem. 3.2.1 and § 3.5]) that Σ is the union of the cones over the proper faces
of ∆, so that assumption (ii) is satisfied by the fact that the cones of Σ are simplicial. Moreover,
for Fano toric varieties the origin is the only integer point in the interior of ∆, so (iii) obviously
holds. In any case, we see that these conditions are satisfied for the example
(2) A =

1 −1 0 0 . . . 0
1 0 −1 0 . . . 0
... . . .
1 0 0 0 . . . −1
 ∈ M((n − 1)× n,Z) ,
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since these are the generators of the rays of the fan of Pn−1. As we have seen in Corollary
2.9, this is the matrix we have to look at when we want to express the classical hypergeometric
D-module of type (n, 0) and where α0 = 0 as an inverse image of the GKZ-system M
β
A where
β = α := (α2, . . . , αn)
t ∈ Rn−1.
(ii) Assumption (iii) from above implies in particular that there is a relation l = (l1, . . . , ln) ∈
ker(A) ⊂ Zn such that li > 0 for i = 1, . . . , n. It follows then from assumption (i) that the
semi-group NA =
∑n
i=1Nai equals Z
d (since for any c ∈ Zd, a linear combination c =
∑n
i=1 niai
with integer coefficients ni can be turned into a combination with positive coefficents by adding
the vector 0 =
∑n
i=1 liai sufficiently many times). This fact will be used later (see the proof of
Proposition 3.8).
Let S1 = G
d
m = Spec(C[y
±
1 , . . . , y
±
d ]) and S2 = G
n
m = Spec(C[λ
±
1 , . . . , λ
±
n ]) be two algebraic tori, and
consider the affine space V = An+1 with coordinates λ0, λ1, . . . , λn. Let V
∨ be the dual space with
coordinates w0, w1, . . . , wn, and we also set τ := −w0 and z := τ
−1. We decompose V = A1λ0 ×W ,
and consider S2 ⊂W as an open subset.
Consider the following family of Laurent polynomials
(3)
ϕ : S1 × S2 −→ A
1
λ0
× S2(
y, λ
)
7−→
(
−
n∑
i=1
λiy
ai , λ1, . . . , λn
)
,
which in the case of the matrix from equation (2) becomes
(4) ϕ(y1, . . . , yn−1, λ1, . . . , λn) =
(
−λ1 · y1 · . . . · yn−1 −
λ2
y1
− . . .−
λn
yn−1
, λ1, . . . , λn
)
.
Write f : S1×S2 → A
1
λ0
for the composition of ϕ with the first projection A1λ0×S2 → A
1
λ0
. Similarly,
for any fixed λ ∈ S2, we write fλ := f|S1×{λ} : S1 → A
1
λ0
for the restriction of f to the parameter
value λ. Let us first quote the following statement from [RS15b, Lemma 2.8.]. Since the input date
in loc. cit. are fans of toric varieties, we will copy the proof here to make it fit the assumptions
above. Recall (see [Kou76]) that a Laurent polynomial fλ =
∑n
i=1 λiy
ai is called convenient if 0 lies
in the interior of ∆ and non-degenerate if for all proper faces δ ⊂ Conv(0, a1, . . . , an) not containing
the origin, the Laurent polynomial f δλ =
∑
i:ai∈δ
λiy
ai has no critical points in S1. Notice that for
matrices A satisfying assumption (iii) from above, this last condition is equivalent to asking that f δλ
is non-singular for all proper faces δ ⊂ ∆.
Lemma 3.3. The Laurent polynomial fλ : S1 → A
1
z is non-degenerate and convenient for any λ ∈ S2.
Proof. Obviously fλ is convenient by assumption (iii) from above. Let δ ⊂ ∆ be a face of codimension
d + 1 − l, with l = 1, . . . , d. Let {i1, . . . , il} ⊂ {1, . . . , n} such that {ai ∈ δ} = {ai1 , . . . , ail}, notice
that because of assumption (ii), we cannot have more than l vectors in a face of dimension l−1. Since
the vectors ai1 , . . . , ail are linearly independent over Q, the matrix
C :=
ai11 . . . ail1... ... ...
ai1d . . . aild

has full rank (equal to l) and hence the system
C ·
λi1y
ai1
...
λily
ail
 = 0,
which is the system of critical point equations (yk∂ykf
δ
λ = 0)k=1,...,d, has no nontrivial solution; the
trivial one λi · y
ai = 0 for all i ∈ {i1, . . . , il} is not valid since λ ∈ S2 and we are looking for solutions
y ∈ S1. Hence f δλ is non-singular on S1, and so fλ is non-degenerate. 
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From this we can deduce the following statement, which is a variant of [RS15b, Lem. 2.13]. However,
we will give the proof here for the convenience of the reader.
Lemma 3.4. M̂
(β0,β)
A is locally OA1z×S2-free of rank n! ·vol(∆) (considering the normalized volume in
Rn such that [0, 1]n has volume one). For the case of the matrix in equation (2), this rank equals n.
Proof. There is an isomorphism of OA1z×S2-modules (or even of RA1z×S2-modules)
M̂
(β0,β)
A
∼=
RA1z×S2(∏
j:lj>0
(z∂λj )
lj −
∏
j:lj<0
(z∂λj )
−lj
)
l∈L
+
(∑n
j=1 akjλjz∂λj − zβk
)
k=1,...,d
,
so it suffices to prove the statement for the module on the right hand side of this equation. We
consider the filtration induced on it by the filtration on RA1z×S2 for which z∂λi has degree 1 and any
element of OA1z×S2 has degree zero. The graded module with respect to this filtration is a sheaf on
A1z × T
∗S2, and we first need to show that its support lies in the zero section, i.e., in the subspace
A1z×S2. Notice that the symbols of the operators in the ideal
(∏
j:lj>0
(z∂λj )
lj −
∏
j:lj<0
(z∂λj )
−lj
)
l∈L
+(∑n
j=1 akjλjz∂λj − zβk
)
k=1,...,d
with respect to the filtration of RA1z×S2 defined above are the same
as the symbols of the operators of the usual hypergeometric ideal
(∏
j:lj>0
∂
lj
λj
−
∏
j:lj<0
∂
−lj
λj
)
l∈L
+(∑n
j=1 akjλj∂λj − βk
)
k=1,...,d
with respect to the (usual) order filtration on DS2 . Hence by the ar-
guments of [Ado94, Lem. 3.1 to Lem. 3.3], we obtain that the variety cut out by the symbols of
the operators in
(∏
j:lj>0
(z∂λj )
lj −
∏
j:lj<0
(z∂λj )
−lj
)
l∈L
+
(∑n
j=1 akjλjz∂λj − zβk
)
k=1,...,d
is A1z×S2,
notice that here the fact that fλ is non-degenerate for all λ ∈ S2 (i.e., the statement of the last lemma)
plays a crucial role.
From supp(gr(M̂
(β0,β)
A )) ⊆ A
1
z × S2 one deduces as in ordinary D-module theory that M̂
(β0,β)
A
is OA1z×S2-coherent. Now the restriction M̂
(0,β)
A /z · M̂
(0,β)
A is isomorphic to the Jacobian algebra
Jac(f) = OS1×S2/(∂y1f, . . . , ∂ydf) (see [RS15b, Lem. 2.12]), and that the latter has rank equal to
n! · vol(∆) (see [Kou76, Thm. 1.16]). Moreover, the localized object M̂
(0,β)
A ⊗OA1z×S2
OA1z×S2 [z
−1] has
a DA1z×S2 [z
−1]-module structure, and is OA1z×S2 [z
−1]-coherent, hence OA1z×S2 [z
−1]-free. Its rank can
also be calculated as the holonomic rank of ordinary GKZ-systems, see [RS15b, Prop. 2.7 (3)], and
equals n! · vol(∆).
This shows that the module M̂
(β0,β)
A itself is OA1z×S2-free of the same rank n! · vol(∆). 
For any complex number β, recall that the Kummer D-module of parameter β is by defintion
the quotient Kβ := DGm,t/(t∂t − β). We will also use in this section R-modules arising from such
D-modules. Here is the precise definition.
Definition 3.5. For any complex number β, we define the Kummer R-module of parameter β as the
cyclic Rint
A1z×Gm,t
-module
K̂β := R
int
A1×Gm,t
/(z2∂z, zt∂t − zβ).
Remark 3.6. Although both kinds of Kummer modules can be defined for any complex value of their
parameters, in the end we will be interested only in the real case to make use of their Hodge properties.
Indeed, since both have no singularities at Gm,t, if Kβ were a complex Hodge module it would be in
fact a complex variation of Hodge structures, and by (the first part of) the proof of [Sch73, Lem. 4.5],
β ought to be real.
On the other hand, K̂β is clearly the Rees module of Kβ together with the trivial filtration F•
such that Fk = 0 for k < 0 and Fk = Kβ for k ≥ 0. As described in [Moc15a, Prop. 13.5.4]
and [Sab18a, Thm. 0.2], it gives rise to an integrable pure twistor D-module on Gm,t, which belongs
as well to IrrMHM(Gm). It is also described as a harmonic bundle at [Moc15a, §2.1.9].
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Definition 3.7. For any smooth complex algebraic variety X, and for any β ∈ Cd, we will denote by
OβS1×X the DS1×X-module corresponding to the structure sheaf of S1 ×X twisted by y
−1−β , that is,
OβS1×X :=
DS1
(yk∂yk + βk + 1 : k = 1, . . . , d)
⊠OX =: O
β
S1
⊠OX .
Note that for any other β′ ∈ Cd such that β − β′ ∈ Zd, OβS1×X
∼= O
β′
S1×X
. These modules underly
complex Hodge modules if and only if the components of the parameter vector are real numbers, since
they are the corresponding exterior products of the Kummer modules K−β1 , . . . ,K−βd and OX .
With these notations, the following result is a special case of [RS17, Prop. 3.21], taking into account
the twist of OS1×S2 by y
−1−β . However, we prefer to give a direct proof here, which is a simplified
variant of the corresponding statement in [Moc15b, Prop. E.6]. Notice that the idea of this approach
goes back to the so-called “better behaved GKZ-systems” of Borisov-Horja (see [BH06]).
Proposition 3.8. There exists an isomorphism of Rint
A1z×S2
-modules
H0
(
π2,∗Ω
•+d
S1×S2/S2
[z], z (d− κ(β)∧)− df∧
)
−→ M̂
(0,β)
A
for any β ∈ Cd, given by sending ω :=
∏d
j=1 dyj/yj to [1] ∈ M̂
(0,β)
A , where we write κ(β) for∑d
j=1 βjdyj/yj and π2 for the the second canonical projection S1 × S2 → S2.
Proof. We will construct a third module Q/K, and show that both the module M̂
(0,β)
A and the module
H0
(
π2,∗Ω
•+d
S1×S2/S2
[z], z (d− κ(β)∧)− df∧
)
are isomorphic to it. For this purpose, define the free
OA1z×S2-module
Q :=
⊕
c∈Zd
OA1z×S2 · e(c),
where e(α) is a symbol representing a generator of Q. We put a Rint
A1z×S2
-module structure on Q by
letting
z∂λie(c) := e(c+ ai),
z2∂ze(c) := −
n∑
i=1
λi · z∂λie(c).
Since we have NA = Zd (see Remark 3.2, 2.), we conclude from the first of these equations that Q is
a cyclic Rint
A1z×S2
-module with generator e(0). Moreover, we consider the Rint
A1z×S2
-submodule K of Q
generated by (
n∑
i=1
akiλi · z∂λi + z(ck − βk)
)
· e(c) ∀c ∈ Zd, ∀k = 1, . . . , d.
Then we claim that there is an Rint
A1z×S2
-isomorphism
φ : M̂
(0,β)
A
∼=
−→ Q/K.
sending [1] to e(0). It is clear that φ is well defined since all operators occurring in the denominator
in the definition of M̂
(0,β)
A act by zero in Q/K: The operators
∏
j:lj>0
(z∂λj )
lj −
∏
j:lj<0
(z∂λj )
−lj act
by zero already on Q (as l ∈ L); similarly, z2∂z + λ1z∂λ1 + . . .+ λnz∂λn acts by zero on Q because of
the definition of the action of z2∂z, and
∑n
j=1 akjλjz∂λj − zβk, k = 1, . . . , d is a generator of K, so its
class is obviously zero in the quotient Q/K.
An inverse map Q/K → M̂
(0,β)
A is defined as follows: For any c ∈ N
d, choose a representation
c =
∑n
i=1 niai, with ni ∈ N. Then we map e(c) to the class of
∏n
i=1(z∂λi)
ni in M̂
(0,β)
A . This is well
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defined: If we take another representation c =
∑n
i=1 n
′
iai, then (ni−n
′
i)i=1,...,n ∈ Z
n lies in L, showing
that ∏
i:ni>n′i
(z∂λi)
ni−n′i −
∏
i:n′i>ni
(z∂λi)
n′i−ni = 0 ∈ M̂
(0,β)
A ,
from what it follows that
n∏
i=1
(z∂λi)
ni =
n∏
i=1
(z∂λi)
n′i ∈ M̂
(0,β)
A .
Moreover, elements of K obviously go to zero in M̂
(0,β)
A . It is also clear that this map is inverse to φ.
In order to identify Q/K with the twisted de Rham cohomology module, notice that the complex(
π2,∗Ω
•+d
S1×S2/S2
[z], z (d− κ(β)∧)− df∧
)
is concentrated in degrees −d to 0, so we need to compute its
top cohomology, i.e., the quotient
(5)
π2,∗Ω
d
S1×S2/S2
[z]
(z (d− κ(β)∧)− df∧)π2,∗Ω
d−1
S1×S2/S2
[z]
Since we have C[Zd] ∼= H0(S1,OS1), there is an obvious identification of OA1z×S2-modules,
Q ∼= π2,∗Ω
d
S1×S2/S2
[z]
sending e(c) to yc · ω. Now it is easy to see (cf. the proofs of [Moc15b, Prop. E.4 and E.6]) that the
image of
(z (d− κ(β)∧)− df∧)π2,∗Ω
d−1
S1×S2/S2
[z]
can be identified under this isomorphism with the submodule K of Q. Moreover, one checks that the
Rint
A1z×S2
-module structures on the quotient (5) and the module Q/K are compatible, e.g., we have
z∂λiω = −(∂λif)ω = y
aiω, accordingly with (z∂λi) · e(0) = e(ai).
Combining the two isomorphisms Q/K ∼= H0
(
π2,∗Ω
•+d
S1×S2/S2
[z], z (d− κ(β)∧)− df∧
)
and M̂
(0,β)
A
∼=
Q/K we obtain the desired one
H0
(
π2,∗Ω
•+d
S1×S2/S2
[z], z (d− κ(β)∧)− df∧
)
−→ M̂
(0,β)
A
which sends ω to [1]. 
In the sequel, we need to consider an extension of the map ϕ : S1 × S2 → A
1
λ0
× S2 to a projective
morphism. For that purpose, we will construct a partial compactification of S1 × S2 by looking at a
toric compactification of S1. More precisely, consider the embedding
(6)
g : S1 →֒ P (V
∨) = Pn
y 7−→ (w0 : . . . : wn) =
(
1 : ya1 : . . . : yan
)
and put X := Im(g). Consider the graph Γf ⊂ S1 × A
1
λ0
× S2, and let ΓX be the closure of Γf in
X ×A1 × S2. Then we have ΓX ⊂ Z
∗, where
Z∗ := {
∑n
i=0 λi · wi = 0} P
n ×A1λ0 × S2 =: P
iP
is the universal hyperplane. We thus have the commutative diagram
(7)
S1 × S2 ΓX Z
∗ P,
A1 × S2
ϕ
k
ϕ
p2
iP
p
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where the map S1 × S2 →֒ ΓX is the composition of the isomorphism S1 × S2
∼=
→ Γf with Γf →֒ ΓX
and the map ΓX →֒ Z∗ is the closed embedding mentioned above. Notice that ϕ is projective, and
restricts to ϕ on S1 × S2, i.e., it is the extension of ϕ we were looking for.
We need also the following important geometric property of the morphisms ϕ and ϕ. Recall (see
[Sab06, §8]) that for a smooth affine variety U , a regular function h : U → A1 with isolated critical
points is called cohomologically tame if there is a partial compactification j : U →֒ U (i.e. U is quasi-
projective) and an extension of h to a projective morphism h : U → A1 such that the sheaf Rj∗QU
has no vanishing cycles with respect to h outside of U , i.e., such that for any c ∈ A1, we have
supp(ψh−c(Rj∗QU )) ⊂ U.
We call a morphism H : X → S on a quasi-projective variety X stratified smooth if there is a locally
finite stratification by locally closed smooth subvarieties such that the restriction of H to any strata
has no critical points.
Lemma 3.9. We have the following properties of the partial compactifications defined above:
(1) For any parameter value λ ∈ S2, the morphism fλ : S1 → A
1
λ0
is cohomologically tame.
(2) The morphism ϕ : ΓX → A1 × S2 is stratified smooth on its boundary ΓX \ (S1 × S2).
(3) Consider the composition k′ : S1 × S2 →֒ P of the map k : S1 × S2 →֒ Z
∗ with the canonical
closed embedding iP : Z
∗ →֒ P . Then for any β ∈ Cd and for ⋆ ∈ {+, †}, the module
(k′)⋆O
β
S1×S2
is non-characteristic with respect to p2 along the boundary im(k′)\ im(k
′), i.e., its
characteristic variety satisfies char(k⋆O
β
S1×S2
)∩ (Pn ×T ∗(A1λ0 ×S2))|T ∗(P\ im(k′)) ⊂ P\ im(k
′).
Proof. (1) According to Lemma 3.3, fλ is non-degenerate and convenient for any λ ∈ S2. It then
follows from [DL91, Lem. 3.4] that fλ is cohomologically tame, but since the notations in loc.
cit. differ considerably from our situation, we recall the proof: We will show that the extension
fλ : ΓX
λ := (ΓX) ∩ (Pn × A1λ0 × {λ}) → A
1
λ0
which is the restriction of ϕ over A1λ0 × {λ}
has no vanishing cycles at infinity. Recall that the projective toric variety X is stratified by
X =
⋃
δ⊂∆Xδ , where ∆ is the convex hull inR
d of the columns of the matrix A, δ is a face of ∆,
and Xδ is a torus orbit associated with the face δ (cf., for instance, [GKZ94, Prop. 5.1.9]). We
obtain an induced stratification (ΓXδ)δ∈∆ of ΓX and an induced stratification (ΓX
λ
δ )δ∈∆ of the
restriction ΓXλ. Then the smoothness of the restriction (fλ)|ΓXλ
δ
follows from the smoothness
of the Laurent polynomial f δλ =
∑
i:ai∈δ
λiy
ai , which has no critical points since fλ is non-
degenerate (see Lemma 3.3). Hence we see that fλ is stratified smooth on its boundary, i.e.,
outside ΓX
λ
∆ = (ΓX\Γf ) ∩ (P
n ×A1λ0 × {λ})
∼= S1. Then it follows from [Dim04, Prop. 4.2.8]
that for any constructible complex F• on ΓXλ (with respect to the stratification (ΓX
λ
δ )δ⊂∆)
we have ψfλ−c
F•
|(ΓXλ\ΓX
λ
∆
)
= 0 for any c ∈ A1λ0 . Hence supp(ψfλ−cF
•) ⊂ ΓX
λ
∆
∼= S1, and
so fλ is cohomologically tame since we can apply this to the case where F
• = Rj∗QS1 ,
j : S1 ∼= ΓX
λ
∆ →֒ ΓX
λ being the canonical open embedding.
(2) The same proof as in (1) applies, i.e., the restriction ϕ|ΓXδ : ΓXδ → A
1
λ0
× S2 is non-singular
for all δ ( ∆.
(3) We have char((k′)⋆O
β
S1×S2
) ⊂
⋃
δ∈∆ T
∗
ΓXδ
P . The fact that ϕ|ΓXδ is smooth (for δ ( ∆) means
exactly that the fibres of p2 : P → A
1
λ0
×S2 are transversal to ΓXδ. As the conormal bundle to
these fibres is precisely the space Pn× T ∗(A1λ0 ×S2), we obtain (P
n× T ∗(A1λ0 ×S2))∩ΓXδ ⊂
Pn×A1λ0×S2, for all δ ( ∆, and so we have char(k⋆O
β
S1×S2
)∩(Pn×T ∗(A1λ0×S2))|T ∗(P\ im(k′)) ⊂
P\ im(k′), as required.

In order to achieve the comparison results of this section we need to use several variants of the
Fourier-Laplace transformations; let us recall here the definitions.
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Definition 3.10. Let Y be a smooth algebraic variety, U be a finite-dimensional complex vector space
and U ′ its dual vector space. Denote by E the trivial vector bundle τ : U ×Y → Y and by E ′ its dual.
Write can : U × U ′ → A1 for the canonical morphism defined by can(a, ϕ) = ϕ(a). This extends to a
function can : E ×Y E
′ → A1. Define L := OE×Y E ′ · e
− can, the free rank one module with differential
given by the product rule. Consider also the canonical projections p1 : E ×Y E
′ → E , p2 : E ×Y E
′ → E ′.
The partial Fourier-Laplace transformation is then defined by
FLY (•) := p2,+
(
p+1 (•) ⊗
L
O
E×Y E
′
L
)
.
If the base Y is a point we recover the usual Fourier-Laplace transformation and we will simply
write FL. Notice that although this functor is defined at the level of derived categories, it is t-exact in
the derived category of bounded complexes of D-modules with holonomic cohomologies, i.e., induces
a functor FLY : Modh(DE )→ Modh(DE ′).
We also need the following variant of the Fourier-Laplace transformation.
Definition 3.11. Keep the notations of the previous definition, and assume moreover that U and U ′
are one-dimensional, with respective coordinates t and τ . Put z = τ−1, and denote by jτ : Gm,τ →֒ A
1
τ
and jz : Gm,τ →֒ A
1
z = P
1
τ \ {τ = 0} the canonical embeddings. Then the localized partial Fourier-
Laplace transformation with respect to τ is defined by
FLlocY := (jz × idY )+(jτ × idY )
+ FLY .
Our next aim is to compare the twisted de Rham cohomology of the family ϕ : S1×S2 → A
1
λ0
×S2,
i.e., the left-hand side of the isomorphism of Proposition 3.8 with an object derived from a certain
intersection cohomology D-module on Z∗. Recall that for a smooth algebraic variety Y , and an open
subvariety j : U →֒ Y , we call intersection cohomology module with coefficients in some DU -module
N the intermediate extension j†+N := im(j†N → j+N ). Its name comes from the fact that, if N is
smooth and corresponds to a local system L on U under the Rieman-Hilbert correspondence, j†+N
corresponds to the intersection cohomology complex on Y with coefficients in L, IC (Y,L).
Now is when we can properly state and prove the next comparison result of this section. Recall
that we take a matrix A ∈M(d×n,Z) satisfying the assumptions 3.1 and a parameter vector β ∈ Cd.
Recall that Z∗ = {
∑n
i=0 wiλi = 0} ⊂ P = P
n ×A1λ0 × S2 denotes the universal hyperplane, the map
k, introduced in diagram (7), is
k : S1 × S2 −→ Z
∗
(y, λ) 7−→ ((1 : ya1 : . . . : yan), (−
∑n
i=1 λiy
a1 , λ1, . . . , λn))
and p2 is the restriction of the canonical projection from P to A
1 × S2 to the subspace Z
∗.
Proposition 3.12. In the above situation, we have the following isomorphism of DA1z×S2-modules:
FLlocS2 H
0p2,+k†+O
β
S1×S2
∼
−→ FLlocS2 H
0ϕ+O
β
S1×S2
.
Moreover, this isomorphism is induced from the canonical morphism k†+O
β
S1×S2
→֒ k+O
β
S1×S2
by
applying the functor FLlocS2 H
0p2,+.
Before entering into the proof of this Proposition, we will need to state some facts about Radon
transformations for D-modules. We follow [Rei14, § 2]. Recall that V and V ∨ are dual affine spaces
of dimension n+ 1 with coordinates w0, . . . , wn and λ0, . . . , λn respectively.
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Definition 3.13. Denote by Z ⊂ P(V ∨)× V the universal hyperplane with equation
∑n
i=0wiλi = 0
and by U := (P(V ∨)× V ) \ Z its complement. Consider the following commutative diagram:
U
πU2
((◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
πU1
uu❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦  _
jU

P(V ∨) P(V ∨)× V
π1
oo
π2
// V.
Z
πZ1
ii❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙ ?

iZ
OO
πZ2
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
The Radon transformations are functors from Db(DP(V ∨)) to D
b(DV ) given by
R := πZ2,+π
Z,+
1
∼= π2,+iZ,+i
+
Zπ
+
1 ,
R◦ := πU2,+π
U,+
1
∼= π2,+jU,+j
+
U π
+
1 ,
R◦c := π
U
2,†π
U,+
1
∼= π2,+jU,†j
+
U π
+
1 ,
Rcst := π2,+π
+
1 .
Proposition 3.14. Let g be as in (6). Then, for every β ∈ Cd, we have the following two exact
sequences of regular holonomic DV -modules, which are dual to each other:
0 −→ H−1Rcstg+O
β
S1
−→ H0Rg+O
β
S1
−→ H0R◦cg+O
β
S1
−→ H0Rcstg+O
β
S1
−→ 0,
0 −→ H0Rcstg†O
−β
S1
−→ H0R◦g†O
−β
S1
−→ H0Rg†O
−β
S1
−→ H1Rcstg†O
−β
S1
−→ 0.
Moreover, the DV -modules H
iRcstg⋆O
β
S1
, for i ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and ⋆ ∈ {+, †}, that appear in the above
sequences are OV -free. Consequently, for any β ∈ C
d, calling jV ∗ the canonical inclusion V
∗ :=
A1λ0 × S2 →֒ V , we have isomorphisms of DA1z×S2-modules
FLlocS2 j
+
V ∗R
◦
cg+O
β
S1
∼= FLlocS2 j
+
V ∗Rg+O
β
S1
FLlocS2 j
+
V ∗R
◦g†O
β
S1
∼= FLlocS2 j
+
V ∗Rg†O
β
S1
.
Proof. Following the notation of the previous definition, since Z is smooth, the excision triangle
([HTT08, Prop. 1.7.1]) corresponding to the diagram U →֒ P(V ∨)×V ← Z gives rise to the following
triangles of Radon transformations for any M∈ Dbc (DP(V ∨)):
RcstM−→R
◦M−→RM −→,(8)
RM −→ R◦cM−→RcstM−→,(9)
where the second triangle is dual to the first.
Note that DOβS1
∼= O
−1−β
S1
∼= O
−β
S1
. It suffices then to show the existence of the first exact sequence
of the statement of the proposition and the fact that the HiRcstg⋆O
β
S1
are constant. The existence of
the exact sequences here follows by just a variation of [Rei14, Prop. 2.8], but considering the twist
by y−1−β of OS1 . That needs in turn [ibid., Prop. 2.5, 2.7, Lem. 2.6], but almost every argument is
functorial and anyway they can be easily adapted to our context. The constancy of HiRcstg⋆O
β
S1
can
be proved as the second point of [ibid., Lem. 2.7]. 
Proof of Proposition 3.12. Call p1 the restriction to Z
∗ of the projection Pn×A1λ0×S2 → P
n, abusing
a bit of the notation. Consider the cartesian diagram
S1 × S2
k

π1
// S1
g

Z∗
p1
// Pn
.
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By base change, we have that
(10) k+O
β
S1×S2
∼= p+1 g+O
β
S1
for any β ∈ Cd. Now, since p1 is smooth, we have the analogous isomorphism k†O
β
S1×S2
∼= p+1 g†O
β
S1
for every β as well. Now note that because of p1 being non-characteristic, it is easy to show (cf. the
proof of the third point of [RS17, Prop. 2.22]) that for every β
(11) k†+O
β
S1×S2
∼= p+1 g†+O
β
S1
.
Consider now the commutative diagram
Z∗
p1
}}④④
④④
④④
④④
p2
//
jZ∗

V ∗
jV ∗

Pn Z
πZ1
oo
πZ2
// V
,
where the square is also cartesian. By applying base change again, we obtain the natural transforma-
tions of functors from Dbc (DPn) to D
b
c (DV ∗)
(12) p2,+p
+
1
∼= p2,+j
+
Z∗π
Z,+
1
∼= j+V ∗π
Z
2,+π
Z,+
1 = j
+
V ∗R.
Therefore, applying p2,+ to isomorphisms (10) and (11) (and taking into account that ϕ = p2 ◦ k, see
diagram (7)) we obtain
(13) ϕ+O
β
S1×S2
∼= p2,+k+O
β
S1×S2
∼= j+V ∗Rg+O
β
S1
, and p2,+k†+O
β
S1×S2
∼= j+V ∗Rg†+O
β
S1
,
for any β ∈ Cd.
We need now to relate the various Radon transformations with the Fourier-Laplace transformation
FL : Modh(DV ∨) → Modh(DV ). This is possible due to the fundamental result of d’Agnolo and
Eastwood [DE03, Prop. 1]. We quote the formulation from the proof of [RS17, Lem. 2.12]. Let
Bl0 (V
∨) ⊂ Pn × V ∨ be the blow-up of V ∨ at the origin and consider the commutative diagram
T := Gm × S1
h
//
h˜
''❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
πT

V ∨ Bl0(V
∨)
p
oo
q
✄
✄
✄
✄
✄
✄
✄
✄
✄
✄
✄
✄
✄
✄
✄
✄
✄
✄
V ∨ \ {0}
j0
OO
π

S1
g
// Pn
,
where π is the canonical morphism V ∨ \ {0} → P(V ∨), πT is the second projection, and h and h˜ are
given by (y0, y) 7→ (y0, y0y
a1 , . . . , y0y
ad). Then we have the natural transformations
(14) R◦cg+
∼= FLh+π
+
T and R
◦g† ∼= FL h†π
+
T ,
of functors from Modh(DS1) to Modh(DV ). Notice that although in general R
◦
c and R
◦ are not exact,
so the compositions R◦cg+ and R
◦g† are precisely due to the above isomorphisms.
Applying FLlocS2 j
+
V ∗ to the natural transformations in (14) we obtain the following ones of functors
from Modh(DS1) to Modh(DA1z×S2):
(15) FLlocS2 j
+
V ∗R
◦
cg+
∼= FLlocS2 j
+
V ∗ FL h+π
+ and FLlocS2 j
+
V ∗R
◦g† ∼= FL
loc
S2 j
+
V ∗ FL h†π
+
We are now closer to the isomorphism of the statement; let us rewrite in a different way the functors
above to obtain it. Namely,
FLlocS2 j
+
V ∗ FL
∼= j+V ∗ FL
loc
W FL
∼= j+V ∗(jz×idW )+(jτ×idW )
+ FLW FL ∼= j
+
V ∗(jz×idW )+(jτ×idW )
+ FLA1w0
.
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From the third of the assumptions 3.1 we know that we can decompose the morphism h as
h : T Gm,w0 ×W
∨ A1w0 ×W
∨ = V ∨
h1 jτ×idW∨ ,
where h1 is a closed embedding (cf. [RS15b, Prop. 2.1 (1), proof of Thm. 2.4, p. 213]). (Recall that
w0 = −τ .) It follows that
(jτ × idW )
+ FLA1w0
h+ ∼= FLA1w0
(jτ × idW∨)
+h+ ∼= FLA1w0
(jτ × idW∨)
+(jτ × idW∨)+h1,+ ∼= FLA1w0
h1,+.
Summarizing, we obtain that
FLlocS2 j
+
V ∗ FLh⋆
∼= j+V ∗(jz × idW ) FLA1w0
h1,+,
where ⋆ ∈ {+, †}, because h1,+ = h1,† for h1 is proper. In particular, we have FL
loc
S2 ◦j
+
V ∗ ◦ FL ◦h+
∼=
FLlocS2 ◦j
+
V ∗ ◦ FL ◦h†. As a consequence, we can claim using the isomorphisms in (15) that
FLlocS2 j
+
V ∗R
◦
cg+
∼= FLlocS2 j
+
V ∗R
◦g†,
and so, from Proposition 3.14 and applying this last natural transformation to OβS1 ,
FLlocS2 j
+
V ∗Rg†+O
β
S1
∼= FLlocS2 j
+
V ∗Rg+O
β
S1
.
In conclusion, we finally obtain, by using the isomorphisms from (13) as well as the exactness of
the functor FLlocS2 , that
FLlocS2 H
0p2,+k†+O
β
S1×S2
∼= FLlocS2 H
0ϕ+O
β
S1×S2
.
The last statement is an easy consequence of isomorphisms in (12) and (13), noting that
FLlocS2 H
0p2,+k†+O
β
S1×S2
∼= FLlocS2 H
0j+V ∗Rg†+O
β
S1
∼= FLlocS2 j
+
V ∗Rg+O
β
S1
∼= FLlocS2 H
0ϕ+O
β
S1×S2
is induced from the canonical morphism g†+O
β
S1
→֒ g+O
β
S1
via FLlocS2 j
+
V ∗R. 
Consider again the space P = Pn × (A1λ0 × S2), together with the canonical closed embedding
iP : Z
∗ →֒ P . We have the diagram
Z∗ P
A1λ0 × S2
p2
iP
p2 ,
where we denote the restriction of the projection p2 : P → A
1
λ0
× S2 to Z
∗ by the same letter (as was
done before). Since iP is proper, we have
H0p2,+k†+O
β
S1×S2
∼= H0p2,+(iP ◦ k)†+O
β
S1×S2
and
H0ϕ+O
β
S1×S2
∼= H0p2,+k+O
β
S1×S2
∼= H0p2,+(iP ◦ k)+O
β
S1×S2
.
so that we can also write the morphism H0p2,+k†+O
β
S1×S2
−→ H0ϕ+O
β
S1×S2
from the proof of Propo-
sition 3.12 as
(16) H0p2,+(iP ◦ k)†+O
β
S1×S2
−→ H0p2,+(iP ◦ k)+O
β
S1×S2
.
In order to proceed, we will have to take into account certain group actions on the spaces S1 × S2,
P and A1λ0 × S2 as well as some equivariance properties of the various sheaves of modules on these
spaces. For the reader’s convenience, we recall some facts from [RS17, § 2.4].
We consider the action of S1 on S2 given by
µ : S1 × S2 −→ S2
(y1, . . . , yd, λ1, . . . , λn) 7−→ (t
−a1λ1, . . . , t
−anλn),
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inducing the following three:
S1 × (S1 × S2) −→ S1 × S2
(t, (y1, . . . , yd, λ1, . . . , λn)) 7−→ (t1y1, . . . , tdyd, t
−a1λ1, . . . , t
−anλn),
S1 × P −→ P = P
n × (A1λ0 × S2)
(t, ((w0 : . . . : wn), λ0, λ1, . . . , λn)) 7−→ ((w0 : t
a1w1 : . . . : t
anwn), λ0, t
−a1λ1, . . . , t
−anλn),
S1 ×
(
A1λ0 × S2
)
−→ A1λ0 × S2
(t, (λ0, λ1, . . . , λn)) 7−→ (λ0, t
−a1λ1, . . . , t
−anλn).
It is easy to see that all these four actions are free, basically because so µ is and have smooth
geometric quotients. These are described by the following result, which we cite from [RS17, §2.4]. For
a free action of an algebraic group G on a smooth variety X admitting a geometric quotient, we write
X/G for such quotient.
Proposition 3.15. In the above situation, put ′S := (Gm,t)
n−d. Then the geometric quotients (S1 ×
S2)/S1, P/S1 and (A
1
λ0
× S2)/S1 are given, respectively, by the spaces
S1 ×
′S, ′P := Pn ×A1λ0 ×
′S, and A1λ0 ×
′S.
There is a canonical embedding ′S →֒ S2 inducing embeddings (all denoted by ι)
S1 ×
′S →֒ S1 × S2,
′P →֒ P = Pn ×A1λ0 × S2,
S1 ×A
1
λ0
× ′S →֒ S1 ×A
1
λ0
× S2.
In the sequel, we will always consider ′S as a subvariety of S1 (as well as
′P as a subvariety of P
etc.).
There is a more direct description of the construction of ′S resp. of the embedding ι which we
recall for the readers convenience. Namely, let B a Gale dual of A (that is, an integer matrix B ∈
M(n× (n−d),Z) whose columns generate kerQ(A); see Proposition 2.8). Then we have the split exact
sequence of abelian groups
0 −→ Zn−d
B·
−→ Zn
−A·
−→ Zd −→ 0.
By applying the functor HomZ(•,Gm) to that sequence, we get the exact sequence of algebraic groups
(1) −→ S1 = G
d
m −→ S2 = G
n
m −→ G
n−d
m −→ (1),
where the first nontrivial morphism is just µ(•, 1). From this it follows that the torus Gn−dm can be
canonically identified with the geometric quotient S2/S1. Since this exact sequence of algebraic tori
also splits, we can chose a section ι : ′S = S2/S1 →֒ S2, and this choice corresponds exactly to the one
in [RS17, §2.4].
We define reduced versions of the maps ϕ and iP ◦ k by the cartesian diagrams
S1 × S2 A
1
λ0
× S2
S1 ×
′S A1λ0 ×
′S
ϕ
ι
′ϕ
ι and
S1 × S2 P
S1 ×
′S ′P
iP ◦k
ι
l
ι
The mapping ′ϕ : S1 ×
′S → A1λ0 ×
′S is a family of Laurent polynomials parametrized by ′S, and
we denote by ′f : S1 ×
′S → A1λ0 its first component. In order to illustrate these statements, consider
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the main case of interest, where we have
A =

1 −1 0 0 . . . 0
1 0 −1 0 . . . 0
... . . .
1 0 0 0 . . . −1
 ∈ M((n − 1)× n,Z) .
Then d = n− 1, ′S = Gm,t and we can choose
ι : ′S = Gm,t −→ S2 = G
n
m
t 7−→ (t, 1, . . . , 1).
Then we have (see also the explanation on page 7)
(17)
′ϕ : S1 ×Gm,t −→ A
1
λ0
×Gm,t
(y1, . . . , yn−1, t) 7−→
(
− 1y1 − . . .−
1
yn−1
− t · y1 · . . . · yn−1, t
)
Going back to the situation of a general matrix A ∈ M(d × n,Z) satisfying the assumptions 3.1,
we state the following result, inspired from [RS17], showing that ι behaves well with respect to all
modules in question. To simplify our notation we will write
M†+,S2 := H
0p2,+(iP ◦ k)†+O
β
S1×S2
and MS2 := H
0ϕ+O
β
S1×S2
= H0p2,+(iP ◦ k)+O
β
S1×S2
,
and analogously,
M†+ := H
0′p2,+l†+O
β
S1×′S
and M := H0 ′ϕ+O
β
S1×′S
= H0p2,+l+O
β
S1×′S
,
where we write ′p2 :
′P = Pn × A1λ0 ×
′S → A1λ0 ×
′S (to distinguish this projection from the one to
A1λ0 × S2 considered above).
Proposition 3.16. We have a morphism of DA1
λ0
×′S-modules
φ :M†+ −→M
inducing an isomorphism of DA1z×′S-modules
FLloc′S M†+
∼= FLloc′S M.
Moreover, both modules M and M†+ are non-characteristic with respect to the projection
′p : ′P →
A1λ0 ×
′S along the subspace ′P \ ′P ∗, where ′P ∗ = An × (A1λ0 ×
′S).
Proof. It has been shown in [RS17, Prop. 2.22., Lem. 6.4.] that the morphism ι : A1λ0×
′S →֒ A1λ0×S2
is non-characteristic for the modules M†+,S2 and MS2 . Consequently, we obtain the morphism of
DA1λ0×
′S-modules
φ :M†+ −→M
by applying ι+ to the morphism
M†+,S2 = H
0p2,+(iP ◦ k)†+O
β
S1×S2
−→ H0ϕ+O
β
S1×S2
= H0p2,+(iP ◦ k)+O
β
S1×S2
=MS2
(see (16)) Since the functors FLlocS2 resp. FL
loc
′S commute with ι, we obtain the isomorphism FL
loc
′S M†+
∼=
FLloc′S M .
Finally, the fact that ι is non-characteristic for M†+,S2 and MS2 yields the last statement using
Lemma 3.9. 
Remark 3.17. From now on we will assume that the βi are real numbers, since we will use some Hodge
theoretic constructions, which are not valid for arbitrary complex βi, as commented in Remark 3.6.
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We start by introducing certain auxiliary filtrations on the D-modules considered above which are
not a priori Hodge filtrations but have an explicit description. We will see later that it is sufficient to
consider these filtrations to extract the Hodge theoretic information we need.
Recall that an easy calculation decomposing ′ϕ as a graph embedding followed by a projection
shows that the direct image complex ′ϕ+O
β
S1×′S
can be represented by
(
′ϕ∗Ω
•+d
S1×′S/′S
[∂λ0 ], d− κ(β) ∧ −(d
′f∧)⊗ ∂λ0
)
,
where ′f is still the first component of ′ϕ.
We consider the filtration on each ′ϕ∗Ω
l+d
S1×′S/′S
[∂λ0 ] given by
(18) Fk+l
′ϕ∗Ω
l+d
S1×′S/′S
[∂λ0 ] =
k+l∑
i=0
′ϕ∗Ω
l+d
S1×′S/′S
∂iλ0 .
One easily checks that this filtration is compatible with the differential, so that we obtain the filtered
complex
Fk
(
′ϕ∗Ω
•+d
S1×′S/′S
[∂λ0 ], d − (κ(β)∧)− (d
′f∧)⊗ ∂λ0
)
:=(
Fk+•
′ϕ∗Ω
•+d
S1×′S/′S
[∂λ0 ], d− (κ(β)∧)− (d
′f∧)⊗ ∂λ0
)
.
Definition 3.18. We call the induced filtration F•H
i ′ϕ+O
β
S1×′S
on the cohomology sheavesHi ′ϕ+O
β
S1×′S
the Brieskorn filtration.
Notice that for i = 0, k = 0 and β = 0 the filtration step FkH
0 ′ϕ+O
β
S1×′S
= F0M is exactly
the module M0 considered in [Sab06] and was called Brieskorn lattice there because it was defined
similarly to the case of isolated hypersurface singularities (see [Bri70]).
On the other hand, it is well-known that l†+O
β
S1×′S
carries a filtration FH l†+O
β
S1×′S
such that(
l†+O
β
S1×′S
, FH
)
underlies a pure polarizable complex Hodge module of weight n = dim(S1) +
dim(′S), in particular, an element of MHM(′P,C). Since ′p2 is projective, the direct image M†+ =
H0′p2,+l†+O
β
S1×′S
also carries a Hodge filtration FHH0′p2,+l†+O
β
S1×′S
such that
(
M†+, F
H
)
underlies
a pure polarisable complex Hodge module (see the first point of [Sai88, Thm. 1]). We consider the
shifted filtration FHsh• M†+ := F
H
•−dM†+. The next step is to compare this filtration to the Brieskorn
filtration on M via the morphism φ. We will show in the next lemma that φ is filtered. Notice that
since the Brieskorn filtration has a priori no Hodge properties, we cannot simply deduce this result
from the functorial properties of mixed Hodge modules.
Lemma 3.19. Consider again the morphism φ : M†+ −→ M from Proposition 3.16 which yields an
isomorphism of DA1z×′S-modules after applying the functor FL
loc
′S . Then φ is filtered with respect to
the shifted Hodge filtration on M†+ and with respect to the Brieskorn filtrations on M , i.e., for every
k ∈ Z, we have the inclusion
φ
(
FHshk M†+
)
⊂ FkM.
Proof. Recall that ′P ∗ = An × (A1λ0 ×
′S) is the complement in ′P of the divisor w0 = 0. Then
the map l can be decomposed into a closed embedding l1 : S1 ×
′S →֒ ′P ∗ and an open embedding
l2 :
′P ∗ →֒ ′P . Here again the fact that l1 is closed follows from the third assumption in 3.1. We can
further decompose l1 as l1 = l0 ◦ i ′ϕ, where i ′ϕ is the graph embedding of
′ϕ. More precisely, we have
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the following diagram:
(19)
S1 ×
′S S1 × (A
1
λ0
× ′S) ′P ∗ = An × (A1λ0 ×
′S) ′P = Pn × (A1λ0 ×
′S)
A1λ0 ×
′S
′ϕ
i ′ϕ
l1
l
l0
′p2
′p2
l2
′p2
,
where we denote by slight abuse of notation all projections to the last coordinates by ′p2. Recall that
M†+ = H
0′p2,+l†+O
β
S1×′S
and M = H0 ′ϕ+O
β
S1×′S
= H0′p2,+l1,+O
β
S1×′S
.
Notice that the Hodge filtration FH• M†+ is induced from the filtration F
H
• DR
•+n
′P/A1
λ0
×′S
(l†+O
β
S1×′S
)
on the relative de Rham complex, where
(20) FHk DR
•+n
′P/A1λ0
×′S
(l†+O
β
S1×′S
) :=
(
. . . −→ Ωn+l
′P/A1λ0
×′S
⊗ FHk+n+ll†+O
β
S1×′S
−→ . . .
)
by the first point of [Sai88, Thm. 1].
On the other hand, we have the isomorphism of DA1λ0×
′S-modules
H0′p2,∗DR
n+•
′P ∗/A1λ0
×′S
(
l1,+O
β
S1×′S
)
∼=M
as the above diagram shows, just by the definition of H0′p2,+. The Hodge filtration F
H
• on the module
l1,+O
β
S1×′S
can be explicitly written down, due to the fact that l1 is a closed embedding (in particular,
the filtered module (l1,+O
β
S1×′S
, FH• ) underlies a pure Hodge module), and then one checks that the
shifted Brieskorn filtration F•[−d] on the moduleM (see formula (18) for the definition of the Brieskorn
filtration) is induced from the filtration
(21) FHk DR
•+n
′P ∗/A1λ0
×′S
(l1,+O
β
S1×′S
) :=
(
. . . −→ Ωn+l
′P ∗/A1λ0
×′S
⊗ FHk+n+ll1,+O
β
S1×′S
−→ . . .
)
.
Notice once again that we cannot deduce from this description that the Brieskorn filtration F•M (or
its shifted version F •[−d]M) has any Hodge properties since the map ′p2 :
′P ∗ → A1λ0 ×
′S is not
projective (and in particular the filtration from formula (18) on the direct image complex ′ϕ+O
β
S1×′S
is not necessarily strict).
We will now show that the induced morphism on global sections
φ : Γ(A1z ×
′S,M†+) −→ Γ(A
1
z ×
′S,M)
is filtered, i.e. sends the Γ(A1z×
′S,OA1z×′S,)-submodule Γ(A
1
z×
′S,FHshk M†+) to Γ(A
1
z×
′S,FkM). This
is obviously equivalent to the statement of the proposition since A1z ×
′S is affine.
We have (denoting a : A1z ×
′S → {pt})
Γ(A1z ×
′S,M†+) = a∗M†+ = a∗H
0R(′p2)∗DR
n+•
′P/A1λ0
×′S
(l†+O
β
S1×′S
)
= H0R(a ◦ ′p2)∗DR
n+•
′P/A1λ0
×′S
(l†+O
β
S1×′S
) = H0RΓ
(
′P,DRn+•
′P/A1λ0
×′S
(
l†+O
β
S1×′S
))
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and similarly
Γ(A1z ×
′S,M+) = a∗M+ = a∗H
0R(′p2)∗DR
n+•
′P ∗/A1
λ0
×′S
(l1,+O
β
S1×′S
)
= H0R(a ◦ ′p2)∗DR
n+•
′P ∗/A1λ0
×′S
(l1,+O
β
S1×′S
) = H0RΓ
(
′P ∗,DRn+•
′P ∗/A1λ0
×′S
(
l1,+O
β
S1×′S
))
= H0Γ
(
′P ∗,DRn+•
′P ∗/A1
λ0
×′S
(
l1,+O
β
S1×′S
))
(for the last equality, we use that ′P ∗ is affine, in contrast to ′P ). Now notice that the morphism
φ : Γ(A1z ×
′S,M†+) −→ Γ(A
1
z ×
′S,M) is induced from
RΓ
(
′P,DRn+•
′P/A1
λ0
×′S
(
l†+O
β
S1×′S
))
→ RΓ
(
′P ∗,DRn+•
′P/A1
λ0
×′S
(
l†+O
β
S1×′S
))
∼= RΓ
(
′P ∗,DRn+•
′P/A1
λ0
×′S
(
l1,†+O
β
S1×′S
))
∼= RΓ
(
′P ∗,DRn+•
′P ∗/A1
λ0
×′S
(
l1,+O
β
S1×′S
))
∼= Γ
(
′P ∗,DRn+•
′P ∗/A1
λ0
×′S
(
l1,+O
β
S1×′S
))
,
where the first morphism is simply given by restricting sections of l†+O
β
S1×′S
from ′P to ′P ∗ and the
isomorphisms are due to the fact that l restricted to ′P ∗ is l1, which is proper and affine.
Obviously, the restriction of the Hodge filtration on the module l†+O
β
S1×′S
is the Hodge filtra-
tion on the module l1,†+O
β
S1×′S
= l1,+O
β
S1×′S
. Since, as has been discussed before, the filtration
FHk DR
•+n
′P/A1
λ0
×′S
(l†+O
β
S1×′S
) induces FH• M†+ and the filtration F
H
k DR
•+n
′P ∗/A1
λ0
×′S
(l1,+O
β
S1×′S
) induces
F•[−d]M , we conclude that φ : Γ(A
1
z ×
′S,M†+) → Γ(A
1
z ×
′S,M) sends Γ(A1z ×
′S,FHk M†+) to
Γ(A1z ×
′S,Fk[−d]M), or, equivalently, Γ(A
1
z ×
′S,FHshk M†+) to Γ(A
1
z ×
′S,FkM), as required. 
In general, the filtrations on M†+ and M are not equal, simply because the underlying DA1λ0×
′S-
modules are not equal. They become equal after localized partial Fourier transformation as we have
shown in Proposition 3.12. First we will explain that these transformations can be performed at the
filtered level and how the last result can be interpreted in this context.
We will use a general procedure which produces from a filtered DA1λ0×
′S-module (N,F•) a lattice
GF•0 inside FL
loc
′S N , i.e., an OA1z×′S-module which generates FL
loc
′S N over DA1z×′S . l
Definition 3.20. (cf. [Sab08, §1.d], [SY15, §A.1]) Let X be a smooth affine variety and let (N,F•) be
a filtered DA1s×X-module, which we identify with its module of global sections. Consider the algebraic
microlocalization
N [∂−1s ] := C[s]〈∂s, ∂
−1
s 〉 ⊗C[s]〈∂s〉 N.
By letting act τ as −∂s and ∂τ as s, we consider N [∂
−1
s ] as a DX [τ, τ
−1]〈∂τ 〉-module (which actually
coincides with FLlocX N). Let now l̂oc be the natural localization morphism l̂oc : N → N [∂
−1
s ]. Then
we define
(22) GF•0 FL
loc
X N :=
∑
j≥0
∂−js l̂oc(FjN),
notice that then GF•0 FL
loc
X N has naturally the structure of a R
int
A1z×X
-module. We also put for any
k ∈ Z
GF•k FL
loc
X N := z
k ·GF•0 FL
loc
X N =
∑
j≥0
∂−(j+k)s l̂oc(FjN) =
∑
j≥0
∂−js l̂oc(Fj+kN).
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There is an interpretation of this construction as a Fourier-Laplace transformation for Rint
A1z×A
1
s×X
-
modules as explained in [SY15, Rem. A.3]. Using this interpretation, one can show the following
fact.
Lemma 3.21. Let (N,F•) be a filtered DA1s×X-module underlying an element in MHM(A
1
s×X,C) (the
abelian category of complex mixed Hodge modules). Then the Rint
A1z×X
-module GF•0 FL
loc
X (N) underlies
an element of IrrMHM(X).
Proof. We first define the algebraic Fourier-Laplace transformation for integrable R-modules as in
[CDRS18, Defs. 3.2, 3.7]. Consider the following diagram:
A1s ×X P
1
s ×X
X
j
q
q
,
where j is the canonical open embedding and q and q¯ the respective second projections. Let A
s/z
aff
the RA1z×As×X-module OA1z×As×X equipped with the z-connection zd + ds. Then for an algebraic
Rint
A1z×A
1
s×X
-module N , we put
FLRX(N ) := H
0q+
(
N ⊗A
s/z
aff
)
∈ Mod(RintA1z×X).
Let D be the reduced divisor (P1s\A
1
s) × X. Then A
s/z
∗ := j∗A
s/z
aff carries a natural structure of an
RA1z×P1s×X(∗D)-module. Let E
s/z
∗ be the analytification of A
s/z
∗ .
As in the case of D-modules, there is the notion of strict specializability and V -filtration for Rint-
modules; check [Moc15a, §2.1.2] for more details.
Since the meromorphic function s ∈ OP1s×X(∗D) extends evidently to a map P
1
s ×X → P
1
s whose
reduced pole divisor D is a line, thanks to [SY15, Lem. 3.1] (using that, according to their notation,
Pred = D and e = 1) we have that E
s/z
∗ is coherent not only over RA1z×P1s×X but over V0RA1z×P1s×X
too. Then, by [Moc15a, §2.1.2] we know that E
s/z
∗ is automatically specializable along D and its
corresponding V -filtration is trivial. Therefore, by construction, Es/z := E
s/z
∗ [∗D] = E
s/z
∗ (cf. [ibid.,
§3.1.2]). We then know by [SY15, Prop. 3.3] that Es/t underlies an algebraic, integrable pure twistor
D-module T t/z on A1s ×X. (Cf. [Sab18a, §1.6.a] for another discussion on this issue.)
Now suppose that N underlies an algebraic, integrable mixed twistor D-module N = (N ′,N , C) ∈
MTMintalg(A
1
s ×X), then we can define its relative Fourier-Laplace transform
FLMTMX (N) := H
0q∗(N ⊗ T
s/z) ∈ MTMintalg(X).
For notational convenience, for any R-triple K = (K′,K, C) we define the forgetful functor For(K) :=
K. Then we have a comparison formula, the proof of which is completely analogous to [CDRS18, Prop.
3.5]:
Let N be an element in MTMintalg(A
1
s ×X), then there is an isomorphism of RA1z×X -modules:
(23) For(FLMTMX (N))
∼= z−1 FLRX(For(N)).
In other words, if N is an RA1z×A1s×X -module underlying an algebraic, integrable mixed twistor D-
module on A1s ×X, then the (shifted) relative algebraic Fourier-Laplace transform z
−1 FLRX(N ) un-
derlies an element of MTMintalg(X).
Now let us suppose that we are given a filtered DA1s×X-module (N,F•) underlying a complex mixed
Hodge module on A1s × X. Then its Rees module RFN is an algebraic RA1z×A1s×X-module and
underlies an element N in MTMintalg(A
1
s × X) as well as in IrrMHM(A
1
s × X). Since all the functors
entering in the definition of FLMTMX preserve the category of irregular Hodge modules by [Sab18a, Cor.
0.5.], we know by the above comparison result (i.e. by formula (23)) that z−1 FLRX(R
FN) underlies
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an irregular Hodge module on X. Now, by [SY15, Rem. A.3] (noting the argument there is valid for
the partial transformation as well), we can identify FLRX(R
FN) with zGF•0 FL
loc
X (N), so that
GF•0 FL
loc
X (N)
∼= z−1 FLRX(R
FN).
This shows that GF•0 FL
loc
X (N) underlies an irregular Hodge module on X, as required.

With these definitions at hand, we have the following consequence of Lemma 3.19:
Corollary 3.22. In the above situation, we have
GF
Hsh
•
0 FL
loc
′S M†+ ⊂ G
F•
0 FL
loc
′S M
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the definition in formula (22), taking into account Lemma 3.19
and the fact that the filtered morphism φ induces an isomorphism of DA1z×′S-modules by applying the
functor FLloc′S . 
From now on, we will specify the above situation to our main example, where the matrix A is given
by
A =

1 −1 0 0 . . . 0
1 0 −1 0 . . . 0
... . . .
1 0 0 0 . . . −1
 .
In particular, we have d = n − 1, and ′S = Gm,t. We still write M†+ = H
0p2,+l†+O
β
S1×Gm,t
and
M = H0 ′ϕ+O
β
S1×Gm,t
. We seek to improve the inclusion of the last corollary to an equality of lattices
inside the DA1z×Gm,t -modules FL
loc
Gm,t
(M†+) ∼= FL
loc
Gm,t
(M). We will follow an argument from the proof
of [Sab08, Lem. 4.7]. In order to do so, we have to make more explicit the structure of the module
FLlocGm,t(M)
∼= FLlocGm,t(M†+), which is done by the next lemma.
Lemma 3.23. (1) The singular locus Σ := Sing(M) = Sing(H0ϕ+O
β
S1×Gm,t
) is given by
Σ =
⋃
ξ∈µn
{(n · ξ · t′, t)} ⊂ A1λ0 ×Gm,t,
where t′ is an n-th root of t, chosen without loss of generality.
(2) Write D := {0} × Gm,t ⊂ A
1
z ×Gm,t. Then FL
loc
Gm,t
(M) is OA1z×Gm,t(∗D)-locally free of rank
n.
(3) Consider the sheaf ÔA1z×Gm,t , which is the formal completion of OA1z×Gm,t along the divisor
{0} ×Gm,t. Then we have a decomposition (as sheaves on {0} ×Gm,t)
FLlocGm,t(M)⊗OA1z×Gm,t (∗D)
ÔA1z×Gm,t(∗D)
∼=
⊕
ξ∈µn
Êξ ⊗ N̂αξ
where Êξ := (ÔA1z×Gm,t(∗D), d − d(n · ξ · t
′/z)) and N̂αξ = (ÔA1z×Gm,t(∗D), d + αξdz/z), with
αξ ∈ C.
Proof. (1) It is well known that the singular locus of a Gauss-Manin system, i.e., of the top-
cohomology of the direct image complex ϕ+M, is nothing but the discriminant of the morphism
ϕ provided that the moduleM is smooth (which is the case here, sinceM = OβS1×Gm,t). Recall
(see formula (17)) that ′ϕ(y1, . . . , yn−1, t) =
(
1
y1
+ . . . + 1yn−1 + t · y1 · . . . · yn−1, t
)
. One easily
checks (see, e.g., [DS04, §1.B.]) that a point (y1, . . . , yn−1) ∈ S1 is critical if and only if
y1 = . . . = yn−1 =: y and y
n · t = 1 (and that all critical points are Morse). Then the critical
values are as indicated.
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(2) This is a direct consequence of the second point of [DS03, Thm. 1.11], since by the discussion
above the singular locus Σ satisfies the assumption (NC) of loc. cit. It is also known that the
rank of FLlocGm,t(M) equals the global Milnor number of ϕ, i.e., the numbers of critical points,
which is n.
(3) This follows from [Sab02, Ch. III, Thm. 5.7], since the critical values of ϕ, i.e., the eigenvalues
of the pole part of z2∇z, are distinct for any t ∈ Gm,t.

With these preparations, we can state the next result. As has been explained at the end of section
2 from page 7 on, it is the main step to show that the Rint
A1z×Gm,t
-module Ĥ underlies a mixed Hodge
module (that is, the content of Theorem 2.13). The explicit description of Ĥ as a cyclic quotient
by two operators can be rather easily identified with the object GF•0 FL
loc
Gm,t
M , as we will see below
in the proof of Theorem 2.13, whereas the Hodge theoretic property we want (i.e., the fact that it
is an object in IrrMHM(Gm,t)) holds for G
F
Hsh
•
0 FL
loc
Gm,t
M†+. Hence we need to identify these two
Rint
A1z×Gm,t
-modules.
Theorem 3.24. In the above situation, we have
GF
Hsh
•
0 FL
loc
Gm,t
M†+ = G
F•
0 FL
loc
Gm,t
M.
Proof. We have already proved the inclusion
GF
Hsh
•
0 FL
loc
Gm,t M†+ ⊂ G
F•
0 FL
loc
Gm,t M
of OA1z×Gm,t -modules. Since both sheaves coincide outside the divisor D = {0} × Gm,t, and since
ÔA1z×Gm,t is O(A1z×Gm,t,D)-flat, it is therefore sufficient to show that
GF
Hsh
•
0 FL
loc
Gm,t M†+ ⊗ ÔA1z×Gm,t = G
F•
0 FL
loc
Gm,t M ⊗ ÔA1z×Gm,t .
This follows as in the proof of [Sab08, Lem. 4.7]: Using the formal decomposition result from the
last Lemma, both modules can be interpreted as microlocal filtered direct images under ′p2 of two
modules which coincide on ′P ∗. In these direct images, the contributions from ′P\′P ∗ vanish by the
last statement of Proposition 3.16 and Lemma 3.9 (notice that inside P = Pn × A1λ0 × S2, we have
′P ∗ ∩ ΓX ∼= S1 ×
′S where we see ′S as a subspace of S2 via the embedding ι), and therefore both
modules are equal. 
We are finally able to complete the proof of Theorem 2.13. It remains to show that the Rint
A1z×Gm,t
-
module
Ĥ =
Rint
A1z×Gm,t
(z2∂z + (n−m)tz∂t + z(nα1 −
∑n
i=2 αi),
∏n
i=1 z(t∂t − αi)− t)
associated to the purely irregular hypergeometric DGm,t -module H(αi, ∅) underlies an object of the
category IrrMHM(Gm,t).
End of the proof of theorem 2.13. Let us assume first that α1 = 0, denote by α the vector (α2, . . . , αn)
and put α0 := 0. From Lemma 2.12 and Proposition 3.8 we conclude that
Ĥ ∼= ι+H0
(
π2,∗Ω
•+d
S1×S2/S2
[z], z (d− κ(α)∧) − df∧
)
∼= H0
(
π2,∗Ω
•+d
S1×Gm,t/Gm,t
[z], z (d− κ(α)∧) − d ′f∧
)
,
recall that ′f is the first component of ′ϕ, as written in (17). Finally, it is easy to see from Definition
3.20 that we have
H0
(
π2,∗Ω
•+d
S1×Gm,t/Gm,t
[z], z (d− κ(α)∧) − d ′f∧
)
∼= GF•0 FL
loc
Gm,t H
0 ′ϕ+O
α
S1×Gm,t = G
F•
0 FL
loc
Gm,t M.
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Since by Theorem 3.24 we can further conclude
Ĥ ∼= G
F
Hsh
•
0 FL
loc
Gm,t
M†+,
we obtain that Ĥ underlies an element of IrrMHM(Gm,t) by Lemma 3.21 (recall that M†+ underlies
a pure polarizable complex Hodge module). Restricting Ĥ to z = 1 we get the original DGm,t-module
H(αi; ∅).
Assume now that α1 6= 0. The tensor product of R
int
A1z×Gm,t
-modules Ĥ ⊗O
A1z×Gm,t
K̂−α1 gives rise
to the corresponding tensor product of twistor D-modules on Gm,t. This product can be presented as
Ĥ(α′i; ∅), where α
′
i = αi − α1 for every i. Reasoning as above, since α
′
1 = 0, such tensor product is an
irregular mixed Hodge module. Since K̂α1 is the faithful image of a mixed Hodge module on Gm,t, the
tensor product with it preserves the condition of being in IrrMHM(Gm,t) due to [Sab18a, Cor. 0.5],
and so is the case of our original Rint
A1z×Gm,t
-module
Ĥ ∼= Ĥ(α′i; ∅)⊗OA1z×Gm,t
K̂α1 .

4. The irregular Hodge filtration
In this section we will prove the second main result of this paper. Let us recall the notations used
above. For a positive integer number n, and α1, . . . , αn real numbers, we consider the hypergeometric
DGm,t -moduleH = H(αi; ∅) and its associated twistor D-module Ĥ onGm,t (we will denote by the same
symbol the underlying hypergeometric Rint
A1z×Gm,t
-module). From [Sab18a, Thm. 0.7] and Theorem
2.13 we know that there exists a unique irregular Hodge filtration of H. We provide it in Theorem 4.7
below.
Let M̂ a twistor D-module on X, and call its associated RA1z×X -module the same way. If the
R-module M̂ is integrable, good and well-rescalable ([Sab18a, Def. 2.19]), we can define the irregular
Hodge filtration of the underlying DX-module (say M) following [ibid., Def. 2.22].
In our particular context, let us use the following notation (cf. [Sab18a, Not. 2.1]) for the sake of
brevity: We will write X := A1z ×Gm,t,
θX = X ×Gm,θ,
τX = X ×A1τ and
τX0 = X × {τ = 0}, where
θ = 1/τ .
Let us summarize the process we follow to achieve our goal. We must first consider the rescaling
of Ĥ: this is the inverse image θĤ := µ∗H (as OθX -module), endowed with a natural action of R
int
θX
as
depicted in [Sab18a, 2.4] (note that θ = τ−1), where µ is the morphism given in [ibid., Not. 2.1] by
µ : θX → X
(z, t, θ) 7→ (zθ, t).
This is done right below. Then we have to invert θ to obtain an RintτX (∗
τX0)-module
τĤ, to work in the
context of [Sab18a, §2.3]. Finally, the irregular Hodge filtration is obtained from a suitable V -filtration
along the divisor τ = 0 defined on τĤ, which is called τV -filtration (the new symbol τV is to make
clear the variety over which we are working; note the same convention in [ibid.], from Remark 2.20
on). We will actually define a filtration on τĤ in Definition 4.4, and then prove that it equals the
τV -filtration in Proposition 4.6, following [Moc15a, §2.1.2].
Proposition 4.1. Recall that we could write Ĥ as the RintX -module R
int
X /(P,H), where P and H were,
respectively,
z2∂z + nzt∂t + γz and
n∏
i=1
z(t∂t − αi)− t,
for certain value of γ. Then, θĤ = RintθX /(P,
θR, θH), with P as before and
θR = z2∂z − zθ∂θ and
θH =
n∏
i=1
zθ(t∂t − αi)− t.
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Proof. The morphism µ can be decomposed as p ◦φ, where p is the canonical projection from θX to X
and φ is the automorphism of θX given by (z, t, θ) 7→ (zθ, t, θ). Then, in the category of OθX -modules
we have that
µ∗Ĥ ∼= φ∗p∗Ĥ ∼= φ∗RintθX /(zθ∂θ, P,H(z, t, ∂t))
∼= RintθX /(z
2∂z − zθ∂θ, P,H(zθ, t, ∂t)),
by the chain rule.
What remains now is to prove the compatibilities of [Sab18a, 2.4] among the actions of RintθX on
RintθX /(P,
θR, θH), seen as µ∗Ĥ = µ−1Ĥ ⊗µ−1OX OθX . They are just a consequence of the presence of
z2∂z − zθ∂θ in the ideal with which we take the quotient in µ
∗Ĥ and how z, z∂i or z
2∂z act on both
factors of the tensor product. For instance, if we multiply by z at the right-hand one is the same as
if we multiply by zθ at the left-hand one. 
Remark 4.2. Let iτ=z be the inclusion Gm,z × Gm,t →֒
θX given by (z, t) 7→ (z, t, τ). Note that,
according to the fourth point of [Sab18a, Lem. 2.5], we must have i∗τ=z
θĤ ∼= π0,+H as RGm,z×Gm,t -
modules, with π0 being the projection Gm,z ×Gm,t → Gm,t. Indeed, we have
i∗τ=z
θĤ = RintθX /(P,
θR, θH, θz − 1) ∼= OGm,θ×A1z×Gm,t〈zt∂t〉/(H1, θz − 1)
∼= OGm,θ×Gm,z×Gm,t〈zt∂t〉/(H1, θ − z
−1)
∼= OGm,z×Gm,t〈zt∂t〉/(H1)
∼= OGm,z×Gm,t ⊗OGm,t H
∼= π0,+H,
where H1 is the result of replacing z by 1 at the expression for H.
As said above, in order to continue, we must pass from θX to τX . Therefore, we invert θ and extend
τ to the affine line to get a RintτX (∗
τX0)-module. In other words, call inv : Gm,θ → Gm,τ the inversion
operator θ 7→ θ−1 = τ and j : Gm,τ →֒ A
1
τ the canonical inclusion. From now on, we will denote by
τĤ the RintτX (∗
τX0)-module (idX ×(j ◦ inv))∗
θĤ. By virtue of Proposition 4.1 we can write τĤ as the
RintτX (∗
τX0)-module
τĤ = RintτX (∗
τX0)/(P,
τR, τH), with P as before and
τR = z2∂z + zτ∂τ and
τH =
n∏
i=1
z
τ
(t∂t − αi)− t.
Lemma 4.3. For each k = 0, . . . , n− 1, let Qk be the operator
Qk = (−n)
k
k∏
j=1
z
τ
(t∂t − αj),
where the empty product must be understood as one. Then the Qk form a basis of
τĤ as an OτX (∗
τX0)-
module. The integrable connection arising from the RintτX (∗
τX0)-module structure associated with
τĤ
has the following matrix expression with respect to that basis:
∇Q = Q
(
(τA0 + zA∞)
dz
z2
+
(
−τA0 + zA
′
∞
) dt
nzt
− (τA0 + zA∞)
dτ
zτ
)
,
where A0, A
′
∞ and A∞ are the matrices
A0 =

0 (−n)nt
1
. . . 0
. . . 0
...
1 0
 , A′∞ = diag(nα1, . . . , nαn)
and A∞ = diag(0, 1, . . . , n− 1)− γIn −A
′
∞.
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Proof. We can use the expressions for τR and P to replace the classes of zτ∂τ and z
2∂z, respectively,
in terms of zt∂t. If we extend for a moment the definition of the Qk for values of k greater than n− 1
taking Qk :=
(
zτ−1t∂t
)k−n+1
Qn−1, we see that
τĤ is generated as a OτX (∗
τX0)-module by the Qk, for
k ≥ 0 (since it is obviously generated by the powers of zt∂t, and those can be expressed by the Qk). If
we focus now at the degree in zt∂t of the generators, we can use
τH to get rid of any Qk with k ≥ n.
Since degzt∂t Qk = k, they must be linearly independent over OτX (∗
τX0) and so they are a basis.
Let now k < n − 1. Then from the relation −nz/τ(t∂t − αk+1)Qk = Qk+1 we can write that
nzt∂tQk = −τQk+1 + nzαk+1Qk. Now if k = n− 1, then
−nz/τ(t∂t − αn)Qn−1 = (−n)
n
n∏
j=1
z/τ(t∂t − αj) = (−n)
nt.
This gives us the second summand of the formula above in the statement.
The first one is a consequence of the last one and the fact that the class of z2∂z + zτ∂τ vanishes in
τĤ; let us show the expression for the latter.
Take again k < n− 1. Then,
zτ∂τQk = (−n)
kzτ∂ττ
−k
k∏
j=1
z(t∂t − αj) = (−n)
kz(−kτ−k + τ−k+1∂τ )
k∏
j=1
z(t∂t − αj) =
= −kzQk +Qkzτ∂τ = −kzQk +Qkz(nt∂t+ γ) = z(nt∂t+ γ− k)Qk = −τQk+1+ z(nαk+1+ γ− k)Qk.
The analogous calculation for k = n − 1 gives us that zτ∂τQn−1 = −τ(−n)
nt + z(nαn + γ − (n −
1))Qn−1. 
Definition 4.4. For each α ∈ R, let us define the following subsets of τĤ:
τUα
τĤ :=
{
n−1∑
k=0
fkτ
νkQk : fk ∈ OτX , max(k − nαk+1 − γ − νk) ≤ α
}
,
τU<α
τĤ :=
{
n−1∑
k=0
fkτ
νkQk : fk ∈ OτX , max(k − nαk+1 − γ − νk) < α
}
.
Remark 4.5. Note that the τUα
τĤ form an increasing filtration of τĤ, indexed by the real numbers
but with a discrete set of jumping numbers, such that τ τUα
τĤ = τUα−1
τĤ for any α. The graded piece
associated with α is Gr
τU
α
τĤ = τUα
τĤ/τU<α
τĤ.
In the definition of the τUα
τĤ all the exponents νk of the powers of τ accompanying the fkQk satisfy
that νk ≥ −α + k − nαk+1 − γ. Therefore, we can define the steps of the filtration in an alternative
way, as the free OτX -modules of finite rank
τUα
τĤ =
n−1⊕
k=0
OτX · τ
να(k)Qk,
where να(k) = ⌈−α+ k − γ − nαk+1⌉.
With this expression it is easy to see that τUα
τĤ/(τ − z)τUα
τĤ is the z-graded free OX -module⊕
kOX z
να(k)Q¯k, where
Q¯k = (−n)
k
k∏
j=1
(t∂t − αj),
and that the graded pieces Gr
τU
α
τĤ are
Gr
τU
α
τĤ =
n−1⊕
k=0
OX · τ
να(k)Qk,
which are strict RX -modules.
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Recall that as in the case of D-modules, we have a notion of strict specializability and V -filtration for
Rint-modules. In the setting under consideration we recall that we will use τV to denote the canonical
V -filtration of a RintτX -module. We recall as well the reference [Moc15a, §2.1.2] for more details.
Proposition 4.6. Assume the αi lie in the interval [0, 1), increasingly ordered. Then,
τĤ is strictly
R-specializable along τX0 and its
τV -filtration is in fact given by the τUα
τĤ.
Proof. First of all we will see that τUα
τĤ is the τV -filtration of τĤ, following [Moc15a, §§2.1.2.1, 2.1.2.2].
Apart from what we already shown at the remark above, what remains then is showing conditions iii’
and v of [ibid., §2.1.2] and prove that the τUα
τĤ are coherent V0RX -modules. We will start by the
second condition. We will consider then the mappings p, e given by
(p, e) : R× C −→ R× C
(β, ω) 7−→ (β + 2ℜ(zω¯),−βz + ω − ω¯z2)
.
We ought to see now that the operator zτ∂τ − e(β, ω) is nilpotent on the graded pieces Gr
τU
α
τĤ only
for a finite amount of (β, ω) ∈ K := {β + 2ℜ(z0ω¯) = α}, for any value z0 of z. Moreover,
τĤ will be
strictly R-specializable if those (β, ω) belong in fact to R× {0} (cf. [Sab18a, §1.3.a]).
Take then (β, ω) ∈ K and fτνQk ∈
τUα
τĤ, with f ∈ OτX . We must have that k−nαk+1−γ−ν ≤ α.
Assume that k < n− 1. Thanks to Lemma 4.3 we know that
(zτ∂τ − e(β, ω))fτ
νQk =
(
zτ∂τ + (ν + nαk+1 + γ − k + β)z − ω + ω¯z
2
)
(f)τνQk − τ
ν+1Qk+1.
Recall that the αi are increasingly ordered. Thus fτ
ν+1Qk+1 lives in
τUα
τĤ, for
k + 1− nαk+2 − γ − ν − 1 ≤ ((k + 1)− nαk+2 − γ)− (k − nαk+1 − γ))− 1 + α ≤ α.
Now we should look at what happens to the class of fτν+1Qk+1 in the α-graded piece of
τĤ.
Note that [fτνQk] 6= 0 if and only if ν + nαk+1 + γ − k + α = 0, so
(zτ∂τ − e(β, ω))fτ
νQk =
(
zτ∂τ + (β − α)z − ω + ω¯z
2
)
(f)τνQk − τ
ν+1Qk+1 =
=
(
zτ∂τ − 2ℜ(z0ω¯)z − ω + ω¯z
2
)
(f)τνQk − τ
ν+1Qk+1.
Now notice that τ divides τ∂τ (f), so in fact zτ∂τ (f)τ
νQk ∈
τUα−1
τĤ and then we can further
reduce our expression to
(zτ∂τ − e(β, ω))fτ
νQk = (−ω − 2ℜ(z0ω¯)z + ω¯z
2)fτνQk − τ
ν+1Qk+1.
On the other hand, τν+1Qk+1 does not vanish either in Gr
τU
α
τĤ if and only if αk+2 = αk+1. Indeed,
we know that ν + nαk+1 + γ − k + α = 0, so doing the same as before, k + 1− nαk+2 − γ − ν − 1 =
α + n(αk+2 − αk+1) and the claim follows. Furthermore, in order to (zτ∂τ − e(β, ω)) to vanish, we
should impose that ω = 0, just by looking at the coefficients of the powers of z in the expression for
f .
Now if k = n− 1, then everything would be the same as before except −τν+1Qk+1, which becomes
−(−n)ntτν+1, whose class vanishes obviously in the graded piece under consideration.
In conclusion, (zτ∂τ − e(β, ω))
lfτνQk can only vanish in Gr
τU
α
τĤ if α = β (and then ω = 0), and
does not do so until we get to an index k + l such that αk+l is strictly bigger than αk. Since there is
a finite set of indexes, (zτ∂τ + αz) is nilpotent, of nilpotency index n at most.
Condition iii’ in [Moc15a, §2.1.2.2] is equivalent to zτ∂τ
τUα
τĤ ⊆ τUα
τĤ, using that τUα
τĤ =
τ τUα+1
τĤ, and such claim is a consequence from an argument very similar to the proof of condition
v above. Finally, since V0RX = OτX 〈z∂t, zτ∂τ 〉, it is clear from the computations above and the
alternative expression for the filtration steps in Remark 4.5 that they are cyclic V0RX -modules, and
then coherent.
Summing up and noting that all the calculation was in fact independent of z0,
τĤ is strictly R-
specializable along τX0. 
Finally, we are able to state and prove our main result.
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Theorem 4.7. Let as before α1, . . . , αn be real numbers in [0, 1), increasingly ordered, and put H =
H(αi, ∅). For each k = 1, . . . , n, set ρ(k) = −nαk + k. Then the jumping numbers of the irregular
Hodge filtration of H are, up to an overall real shift, the numbers ρ(k). The irregular Hodge numbers
are the multiplicities of those jumping numbers, or in other words, the nonzero values of |ρ−1(x)|, for
x real.
Moreover, recall that να(k) = ⌈−α+k−γ−nαk+1⌉, and that the operators Q¯k, for i = 0, . . . , n−1,
were defined as
Q¯k = (−n)
k
k∏
i=1
(t∂t − αi).
Then, the irregular Hodge filtration F irr• H is given by
F irrα+jH =
⊕
k:j≥να(k)
OXQ¯k.
Proof. Since we know that Ĥ underlies an object in IrrMHM(Gm,t) by Theorem 2.13, we conclude
by [Sab18a, Def. 2.52] that Ĥ is well-rescalable (as defined in [ibid., Def. 2.19]) and so we apply [ibid.,
Def. 2.22]. From Remark 4.5, we have
i∗τ=z
τVα
τĤ = τVα
τĤ/(τ − z)τVα
τĤ =
⊕
k
OX z
να(k)Q¯k,
which is z-graded of finite rank
Denote by π the projection X → X. Then, the z-adic filtration on π∗H[z−1] induces a filtration on
i∗τ=z
τVα
τĤ, given by
Fri
∗
τ=z
τVα
τĤ :=
⊕
s≤r
 ⊕
k : s≥να(k)
OXQ¯k
 zs.
Then, GrF
(
i∗τ=z
τUα
τĤ
)
is the Rees module associated to a new good filtration F irrα+• on H, for some
k = 0, . . . , n− 1, which is the irregular Hodge filtration. More concretely, F irr• H is given by
F irrα+jH =
⊕
k : j≥να(k)
OXQ¯k.
Therefore, its jumping numbers are −γ + j − 1 − nαj for j = 1, . . . , n. Since the irregular Hodge
filtration is defined up to an overall real shift, we can normalize the jumping numbers to j − nαj and
the irregular Hodge numbers will be their multiplicities. 
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